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Fathima Safrah Abdul Razzak 
Major: Psychology 
Organizations: Psi Chi 











Favorite Professor: Dr. Kehr 
Abdullah Alibrahim 
Major: Petroleum Engineering 
Organizations: Saudi Student 
Association 
Favorite Professor: Dr. Relaph 
Catherine Banziger 
Major: Aerospace Engineering 
Organizations: Dance Club, 
Student Ambassador, Chancellor's 
Leadership Academy 
Kenneth Bassler 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Organizations: HKN, TBP, KME 
Favorite Professor: Dr. Chowdhury 
Torey Bohan 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Organizations: Varsity Baseball 
Favorite Professor: Dr. Erickson 
Zachary Carter 
Major: Architectural Engineering 
Organizations: Varsity Baseball 
Favorite S&T Memory: GL VC West 
Champs 
Justin Benedick 
Major: Computer Engineering 
Tiara Nicole Brown-Crosen 
Major: Biological Sciences 
Delta sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. 
Organizations: Phi Sigma 
Amber Carver 





Major: IST, Business Management 
Systems 
Organizations: FBLA, Women in 
Business 
Jennifer Burns 
Major: Civil Engineering 
Organizations: Engineers Without 
Borders 
Ann Caudill 
Major: Biological Sciences 
Organizations: Phi Sigma 
Favorite Professor: Dr. Frank 
Seniors 5 
Dominic Clucas 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Delta Sigma Phi 
Andrea Dumont 
Major: Geological Engineering 
Organizations: KMNR, GDI, 
SUB 
James Gaines 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Organizations: Pi Tau Sigma 
Favorite Professor: Dr. Drallmeier 
6 Seniors 
Ganet Coffman 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Organizations: SUB, ASB 
Favorite Professor: Dr. Chowdhury 
Alexander Dunn 
Major: Aerospace Engineering 
Organizations: Varsity Baseball 
Favorite Professor: Dr. Pernicka 
Ryan Goodlin 
Majors: Electrical Engineering 
and Applied Math 
Jacob Colbett 
Major: Civil Engineering 









Major: Mechanjcal Engineering 
Organizations: SSA, JSA 
Favorite Professor: Dr. Homan 
Ashton Kappelman 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Organizations: Society of 
Manufacturing Engineers 
Elizabeth Keehn 
Major: Biological Sciences 
Organizations: Phi Sigma, Scrubs 
Favorite Professor: Dr. Niyogi 
Kyla Jackson 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Organizations: NSBE, ABS 
Favorite Professor: Dr. Drallmeier 
Alan Pulley 
Major: Aerospace Engineering 
Organizations: NRHH 
Rachel Jenne1john 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Kappa Delta 
Robert Kayser 
Major: Biological Sciences 
Delta Sigma Phi 
Favorite Professor: Dr. Westenberg 
Brian LataJ 
Major: Chemical Engineering 
Organizations: AIChE, 
ChernE Car, ISPE 
Morgan Lockowitz 
Major: Civil and Architectural 
Engineering 
Delta Omicron Lambda 
Seruors 7 
Nick Main 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Andrea McKinnie 
Major: Civil Engineering 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. 
Organizations: NSBA, ABS, 
Toastmasters 
Christopher Moore 
Major: Computer Engineering 
8 Seniors 
Paul Mallmann 
Major: Civil Engineering 
Phi Kappa Theta 
Organizations: Chi Epsilon 
Timothy McKinnie 
Major: Civil Engineering 
Alpha Phi Alpha 
Organizations: NSBE, ABS, ASCE 
Janay Monis 
Major: Business 
Favorite Professor: Br. Bachman 
Favorite S&T Memory: MBA Gala 
Amanda McBee 
Majors: Physics and 
Secondary Education 
Organizations: SMSTA, HFH 
Benjamin Medl in 
Major: Computer Engineering 
Katrina Nolte 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Kappa Delta 
Organizations: Panhellenic Council 
Josh Owens 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 





Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Zeta Tau Alpha 
Organizations: Trap and Skeet 
Jonathan Peitz 
Major: Civil Engineering 
Organizations: SHPE, ASCE 
Favorite Professor: Erin Eckstein 
Roger M. Rettig IV 
Major: Metallurgical Engineering 
Organizations: Alpha Sigma Mu, 
Tau Beta Pi 
Robert Grant Russell 
Majors: ArchitectuJal and Civil 
Engineering 




Favorite Professor: Dr. Ahmad 
Alexa Rooney 
Majors: Architectural and 
Civil Engineering 
Organizations: RHA, SWE, SUB 
Pamela Ryder 
Majors: IST, Business and 
Management Systems 
Zeta Tau Alpha 
Seniors 9 
Brandon Schafer 
Majors: Architectural Engineering 




Tau Beta Sigma 
Timothy Strack 
Major: Ceramic Engineering 
Kappa Alpha 
Organizations: Blue Key, IFC, 
Keramos, Materials Advantage 
10 Seniors 





Major: Business & Management 
Systems 
Delta Omicron Lambda 
Kenneth Strodtman 
Major: Civil Engineering 
Favorite Professor: Dr. Richardson 
Suzanne Simpson 
Major: Biology 
Organizations: Helix, Scrubs, SMSTA 
Favorite Professor: Dr. Frank 
Richard Stockmann 
Major: IST 
Organizations: University Orchestra 
Favorite Professor: Dr. Kehr 
Julie Sullivan 
Major: Chemical Engineering 
Phi Sigma Rho 
Organizations: AICHE, ChernE Car 
Ashley Taylor 








Major: Engineering Management 
Jason Turnbull II 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Favorite Professor: Dr. Huber 
Angela Watts 
Major: Architectural Engineering 
Organizations: SUB,ACI, 
Miner League Theater Players 
Katie Tucker 
Major: Psychology 
Organizations: Omega Sigma, 
Missouri S&T Cheerleaders 
Willie Williams 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Organizations: National Society 








Mohammed Al Ayesh 
Major: Petroleum Engineering 
Organizations: International 
Student Club, Miner Challenge 
12 Seniors 









Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Kappa Delta 
Organizations: Order of Omega 
Jonathan Alburty 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Organizations: Pi Tau Sigma 
Majid Aljama 
Major: Petroleum Engineering 
Hussain Almousa 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Organizations: SSA, ISC 
Mudhish Aldawsari 
Major: Petroleum Engineering 
Organizations: SPE, SSA, ISA 
Michael Allen 
Major: Mining Engineering 
Organizations: ISEE, SME, 
Mucking Team, NSSGA, WIM 
Hussain Al Nasir 
Major: Petroleum En1:,rineering 
Organizations: SSA, ISC, 
Celebration of Nations 
Ali Alfardan 
Major: Petroleum Engineering 
Mustafa Almahfood 
Major: Petroleum Engineering 
Organizations: ISC, SSA 
Mansour Alqahtani 
Major: Petroleum Engineering 
Organizations: Saudi Club 
Seniors 13 
Nizar Alhajji Ahemed 
Major: Petroleum Engineering 
Organizations: SSA, SPE, 
International Club 
James Anderson 
Major: Computer Engineering 
Organizations: Robotics 
Jennifer Barclay 
Major: Chemical Engineering 




Major: Petroleum Engineering 
Miriah Anderson 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Kappa Delta 
Organizations: Robotics, Wesley 
Mini 
Brian Barnes 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Mohammed Alzidany 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Abby Asher 
Major: Chemical Engineering 
Gamma Delta Iota 








Major: Geology and 
Geophysics 




Organizations: IFC, Phi Sigma, CLAA 
Jeff Britton 
Major: Ceramic Engineering 




Jus tin Bowers 
Major: Engineering Management 
Organizations: ASEM, STAT, 
Student Ambassador 
Alyssa Bryant 
Major: Chemical Engineering 
Organizations: Omega Chi 
Epsilon 
Max Boeh 
Major: Mining Engineering 
Kappa Sigma 
Organizations: Student Ambassador 
Delvrick Bozeman 
Major: Engineering Management 
Alpha phi Alpha 
Brandon Buel 








Organizations: Phi Sigma 
Arch Creasy 
Major: BioChemical Engineering 
Organizations: ChernE Car, 
Concrete Canoe Team, ISPE, 
AXE,OXE 
John Carboneau 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Delta Sigma Phi 
Organizations: St. Pat's Board, 
Blue 
Amanda Cook 
Major: Petroleum Engineering 
Delta Sigma Theta 
Organizations: SPE, SUB 
Philip Davis 
Major: Psychology 
Organizations: Circle K 
Zachary Cawvey 
Major Mechanical Engineering 
Derek Crawford 
Major: Engineering Management 
Organizations: NRHH, RHA 
Bryan Decker 
Major: Chemical Engineering 
Organizations: AICHE 
Sarah Diehl 




Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Organizations: Varsity Soccer, 
Pi Tau Sigma, Tau Beta Pi 
Andrea Els 




Major: Chemical Engineering 
Organizations: Tau Beta Pi, 
AICHE, CCF, Omega Chi Epsilon 
Joseph Ellegood 
Major: Computer Engi11eerin.g 
Kayln Epperson 
Major: History 
Organizations: C.L. Dake, 
History Club, Joe's P.E.E.R.S 
Jesse Eichhorn 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Organizations: Newman 
Center, TBP, PTS, TJHA, CLA 
Melissa Elliott 




Major: Civil Engineering 
Organizations: Steel Bridge, 




Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Organizations: Human Powered 
Vehicle, Pi Tau Sigma 
Jamie Fitzgerald 
Major: Metallurgical Engineering 
Organizations: Material 
Advantage, Newman Center 
Precious Forrest 
Major: Chemical Engineering 
Organizations: AICHE, SWE, 
Omega Chi Epsilon, NSBE 
18 Seniors 
Daniel Ferdman 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Organizations: Baptist Student 
Union 
Brenna Flaherty 
Major: Geology and Geophysics 
Organizations: C.L. Dake 
Society 
Brett Forthaus 
Major: Environmental Engineering 
Organizations: Tau Beta Pi, WEF, 
Chi Epsilon 
Heather Ferstl 
Major: Civil Engineering 
Organizations: Varsity Soccer, 
ASCE, ACI, Chi Epsilon 
Janelle Flatt 
Major: History 
Organizations: History Club, 
Delta Omicron Lambda 
Ryan Foshage 
Major: Engineering 
Management and Economics 
Kappa Sigma 
Jacob Gardner 
Major: Computer Science 
Organizations: ACM, SIG, 
Alpha Psi Omega 
Patrick Harris 
Major: Nuclear Engineering 
Blaine Higbe 
Major: Geology 
Organizations: Student Council 
Daniel Geiger 
Major: Applied Mathematics 
and Economics 
Organizations: LEAD, CCF, ASC 
Jace-Karmon Heard 
Major: Engineering Management 
Organizations: NSBE, EWB, 
SWE, CLA, KME 
Elaine Hines 
Major: BioChemical Engineering 
Organizations: Student Council, 
ISPE, AICHE 
Joshua Gregg 




Major: Geology, Geophysics 
and Applied Mathematics 
Organizations: C.L. Dake 
Angela ller 
Major: Ceramic Engineering 
Kappa Delta 
Organizations: Kerarnos, 
Blue Key, Panhellenic Council 
Seniors 19 
Habiba Inusah 
Major: Biological Sciences 
Organizations: ISC, 
African Student Association 
Joshua Jensby 
Major: Electrical Engineering 





, 'I II..''· J 
Timothy Johnson 




Major: Architectural Engineering 
Organizations: Solar House, 
ASHRAE,ASCE 
Garrick Johnson II 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Organizations: NSBE, 
Voices of Inspiration 
Luke Jones 
Major: Bio-Chemical Engineering 
Organizations: OXE, Rolla Rural 
Fire Department, CCF 
Jared Jenkins 
Major: Business and Economics 
Organizations: Football, student 
Ambassador, COER 
Paul Johnson 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Courtney Kindsfather 
Major: Civil Engineering 
Chi Omega 
Organizations: Chi Epsilon, SWE 
Samantha Klump 




Major: Computer Science 
Gamma Rho Lambda 
Organizations: Da Vinci Society 
Ron Lytle 
Major: Engineering Management 
Alpha Phi Alpha 
Matthew Knuth 
Major: Architectural Engineering 
Brandon Ludwig 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Thabiso Mannathoko 
Major: Mining Engineering 
Organizations: Society of Mining 
Engineers 
Michelle Kropf 
Major: Chemical Engineering 
Organizations: ISPE, AICHE, 
Tau Beta Pi 
Christopher Lupardus 
Major: Business and Management 
Systems, IST 
Organizations: NRHH, RHA 
Stephanie Martin 
Major: Metallurgical Engineering 
Zeta tau Alpha 
Organizations: SUB, CLA 
Seniors 21 
Kenneth McBride 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Scott Melliere 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Organizations: Solar House, 
Student Union Board 
Bakang Moatlhodi 
Major: Mining Engineering 
22 Seniors 
Jamila McNair 
Major: Biological Sciences 
Delta Sigma Theta 
Organizations: SCRUBS, ABS, 
Phi Sigma Honor Society 
Veronica Merz 




Major: Ceramic Engineering 
Organizations: Keramos, 
Materi.al Advantage, tau 
Beta Pi, Blue Key 
Jamie Meeks 
Major: History 
Organizations: History Club 
Kristen Mills 
Major: Chemical Engineering 
Organizations: AICHE, Omega 
Chi Epsilon, ChernE Car Team 
Ronetta Morris 
Major: Chemical Engineering 
Delta Sigma Theta 
Organizations: ABS, NSBE, DLC 
Jared Mutyl 
Major: Aerospace Engineering 
Sigma Phj Epsilon 
Organizations: Semper Fi Society 
Rebecca Nelson 
Major: Chemical Engineering 
Organizations: AICHE, OXE, 
AXE 
Matthew Ortel 
Major: Mining Engineering 
Organizations: ISEE, 
Society of Mining Engineers 
Matthew Myers 
Major: Computer Engineering 
Organizations: AA VG Design 
Team, Chenili Car 
William Oberbeck 
Major: Chemical Engineering 
Organizations: ISPE, OXE, 
AICHE 
Donnell-Kyle Perkins 
Major: Informaion Science 
and Technology 
Organizations: Miner Mentor, 
Student Diversity Programs 
Nik Aiman Nik Roslan 
Major: Petroleum Engineering 
Organizations: Malaysian Student 
Club 
Goitsemang Orapeleng 
Major: Mining Engineering 
Organizations: Society of 
Mining Engineers 
Katlyn Peterson 
Major: Electrical Engineering 




Major: Mining Engineering 
Organizations: ASA, SME, 
NSSGA, WIM, ISC, NSBE 
Cory Reed 
Major: Geology and Geophysics 







Major: Electrical Engineering 
Will Reynolds 
Major: Computer Science 
Zachary Robinson 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Organizations: LEAD, 
Pi Tau Sigma 
Vincent Pizzo 
Major: Computer Science 
Caleb Richardson 
Major: Chemical Engineering 
Organizations: Tau Beta Pi, ISPE, 
Alpha Chi Sigma 
Christopher Sample 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Organizations: SHPE, NSBE, 
RollaMO, ResLife, SDP Mentor, 
Pre-College Pro&rrams Mentor 
Chelsea Sanders 
Major: Computer Science 
Organizations: Alpha Psi 
Omega 
Shalyn Selby 
Major: Biological Sciences 
Organizations: Phi Sigma, 
SCRUBS, Helix 
Peter Shilliday 
Major: Computer Engineeri11g 
Organizations: ResLife, Aerial 
Swing Dancing Club 
Kate Schlarrnan 
Major: Geology and Geophysics 
Organizations: Sigma Gamma, 
C.L. Dake 
William Selby 
Major: Civil Engineering 
Organizations: Kappa Mu Epsilon, Tau 
Beta Pi, Chi Epsilon, Phi Kappa Phi 
Ryan Shubatt 
Major: Petroleum Engineering 
Major: S&T Football, 
S&T Track and Field 
Jeremy Schoor 
Major: Mining Engineering 
Kappa Sigma 
Organizations: SME, ISEE, 
Mucking Team 
Jacob Shila 








Major: Electrical Engineering 
Organizations: Tau Beta Pi, 
Student Diversity Programs 
Caitlin Smith 
Major: Business and Psychology 
Organizations: DOL and Softball 
Spenser Specek 





Major: Aerospace Engineering 
Kappa Sigma 
Organizations: Advanced Aero Vehicle 







Engineering and Chemistry 
Organizations: Blue Key 
Laura Sisken 
Major: Physics 
Organizations: SPS, CCF, 
MSM Spelunkers 
Kyle Smith 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Organizations: LEAD 
Elizabeth Studt 
Major: Biological Sciences 
Organizations: Helix, Phi Sigma 
Sean Sullivan 
Major: Chemical Engineering 
Jerry Thomas 
Major: Civil Engineering 
Alpha Phi Alpha 
Organizations: AGC, NSBE 
Ben Tullis 
Major: Computer Science 
Organizations: Kappa 
Kappa Psi, Association for 
Computi11g Machinery 
Junzhe Sun 
Major: Geology and Geophysics 
Organizations: Chinese Students 
and Scholars Association 
Donald Trice 
Major: Engineering Management and 
Mechanical Engineering 
Organizations: NSBE, VOl 
Joel Vogt 




Major: Civil Engineering 
Organizations: Solar House, 
Black Man's Think Tank 
Matshego Tsapoga 
Major: Mining Engineering 
Organizations: SME, 
Women In Mining 
Nicole Vossmeyer 









Major: Geology and Geophysics 
Organizations: Sigma Gamma 
Epsilon 
Alex Wilson 
Major: Computer Engineering 
28 Seniors 
Breenae Washington 
Major: Engineering Management 
Organizations: NSBE, ABS, 
American Society for Engineering 
Management 
Sarah Williams 
Major: BioSci and Chemistry 
Organizations: Phi Sigma, 
SCRUBS, Helix, WEF 
David Wilson 
Major: Nuclear Engineering 
Michael WeUs 
Major: Civil Engineering 




Delta Sigma Phi 
Organizations: SUB 
Lance Wilson 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Aaron Wright 
Major: Electrical and 
Computer Engineering 
Robert Zedric 
Major: Nuclear Engineering 
Organizations: ISEE, ANS, 
Tau Beta Pi 
Grace Harper 
Major: Geological Engineering 
Organizations: AEG, AE, 
Tau Beta Pi, 
Engineers Without Borders 
Ryan Wohldmann 
Major: Nuclear Engineering 
Organizations: ANS, Rollar 
Hockey, WIM, MoMiner 
Shawn Cross 
Major: Electrical and Computer 
Engineering 
Organizations: IEEE, NSBE, ABS 
Thomas Rehmeier 
Major: Aerospace Engineering 
Organizations: AIAA, Sigma 
Gamma Tau, Tau Beta Pi, Kappa 
Mu Epsilon, Phi Kappa Phi 
Scott Yancey 
Major: History 
Organizations: Phi Alpha Theta 
Peter Albano 
Major: Computer Engineering 
Krista Rybacki 




Major: Engineering Management 
Kappa Delta 
Organizations: SME, ASEM 
Krishawn Ridenhour 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Organizations: Pi Tau Sigma, 
Aerial Swing Dance, Ballet and 
Dance, Tau Beta PI 
Jacob Grapperhaus 




Major: Civil Engineering 
Organizations: ASCE, Chi 
Epsilon, Tau Beta Pi 
James Bridges 
Major: Computer Science and 
Applied Mathematics 
Organizations: ACM, Phi Kappa 
Phi, Kappa Mu Epsilon 
Andrew Doig 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Justin Schlechte 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Organizations: NRHH, HKN, 
SUB Concerts 
Jenna Clack 
Major: Chemical Engineering 
Zachary Fitzwater 
Major: Civil Engineering 
American General Contractors 
American Society of Civil En1:,rineers 
Igor Povarich 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Organizations: Student Union 
Board 
Blake Brenton 
Major: Aerospace Engineering 
Regan Helmer 
Major: Mining Engineering 
Organizations: National Sand 
Stone and Gravel Association 
David Lecko 
Major: Electrical and 
Computer Engineering 
Delta Sigma Psi 
Organizations: Student 
Council, EcoCar Team 
John Amos 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Matt Nelson 
Major: Architectural Enginee1ing 
Organizations: S&T Football 
Seniors 31 

Edited By Sheryl Mattox 
34 Events 
St. Pat's 104th Best Ever 
St Pats 104th did not fail to meet the standards of the Best Ever. The Snake 
Invasion stmted the event the week before St. Pats Day. Snake pits were set up 
and pledges could be seen killing the snakes with their walking sticks or 
shillelaghs. The Follies began on the Monday of Spring Recess. Follies are 
small events mem1t to be entertaining. This year's Follies included the green 
person competition, bem·d contest, most sweatshirts in a minute, snakeway 
limbo, and many more. After the Follies came the Gonzo Games. These events 
included a mechanical bull ride, giant pong, and more. Friday night was the 
Coronation where the King of St. Pat's, Thomas Markowski, crowned his new 
Queen of Love m1d Beauty, Emma Pearl Johannes. 
Events 35 
36 Events 
St. Pat's 1 04th Best 
Ever C:Ontinues 
St. Patiicks Day fell on a Saturday this year. The day started early 
with the painting Pine Street to prepare for the parade. The parade 
began with lots of creative floats to see and plenty of beads to catch. 
This year's theme was "St. Pocalypse", so floats were decorated with 
visuals of environmental catastrophes or natural disasters. 
Following the parade was the Grateful Board Concert, hosted by the 
Student Union Board and the St. Pats celebration committee. The 
concert opened with Janus , followed by Middle Class Rut, and 
finally the headliners; Chevelle . 
.......-.,..----
Al:x:Jve: David &otney lead singer 
for janus. Below. Alan Quitman 
lxtss guitarist for Janus. 
Alx>ve: Sean Stockham. VOO!Iist and drummer for 
Middle Class rut. Below. Zach Lo~z l(';ld singer and 
guitmist for Middle Class RuL 
A fan walking around in ca>Lume 
dw·ing the Grateful Poord Concert. 
Events 37 
38 Events 
The parade of nations started in the parking lot at HavenE>J- and 
was lead by police e9:Xlrt 
C£lebratior1 of 
Nations 
Celebration of Nations is a community and campus 
event. This was the second annual occurrence. 
Students joined with members of the community to 
walk in the Parade of Nations. More than 80 flags 
were used to represent the nations we come from. 
The event was held on a Saturday and star ted with the 
parade leading from Missouri S&T campus through 
downtown Rolla. Once downtown, different booths 
were set up for everyone to have fun, try different 
foods, view the petting zoo, and learn something new. 
Below: Derek Caq:~mer p:!rforms 
in the international talent show. 
Al:x:lve: The camels set up by the Saudi Arabia 
renl which is SlllTound by sand. Two camels 








H a un.ted Min.e 
This year's 14th annual Haunted Mine was equipped 
with all the necessities to create a good fright; a 
macabre circus, evil clowns, slaughterhouse, flame 
bursts, and insane prisoners. Screams, shrills, and the 
roar of a chainsaw could be heard throughout the 
mine at any time. Students and faculty dressed up in 
costume and make-up to represent some of the 
scariest demons from your nightmares. The Haunted 
Mine is a fundraiser for the mining department. It is 
all in good fun and fear meant to excite and tenorize. 
Michael Allen commented that, "Scaring guests of 
the haunted mine is always a great time." 
Michael Allen saWing Hannah MCNally. Allen 
was usually the last per~n guests of the mine saw 
as they were cham toward<; their cars with the 
chainsaw rCKJring. 
42 Events 
Matthew Ortel hid in the shadows to jump out and 
~e guests walking by. 
Jimmy Taylor stood at the mine entrance 
shaiJJeninga wooden stake with his knife. 
Trun.k or T reat 
Trunk or Treat is hosted by the Chancellor's Leadership Academy 
and was held on Halloween. It is a way to keep children safe and 
encourage trick or h·eating. The kids dressed up and walked 
around the Residential College parking lot stopping by trunks of 
cars decorated by different student organizations. 
Freaker's Ball 
F:reaker's Ball is an annual event held by KMNR. 
It occurred on the Friday before Halloween. This 
year's Freak:er's Ball included three bands; Vanity 
Theft, Moon Junior, and The North Decade. 
Vanity Theft is an all girls indie rock group from 
Ohio. Moon Junior is a local folk and freestyle 
band. The North Decade is from Springfield, MO 
and combines folk and blues elements with pop. 
Events 43 
Black and Gold Pageant 
The 2011 Miss Black and Gold Scholarship Pageant was the 46th annual pageant held by Epsilon Psi. The pageant 
was sponsored by Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc and the Student Union Board. This year's pageant had 10 
contestants. The contestants are judged by five main categories; 'Question and Answer', 'Talent', 'Poise and 
Appearance', 'Total Sale and Advertisements', 'Achievements, Scholarship and Projection'. The event started off 
with a welcome from the Queen and Queen's Aid, followed by the opening dance and introduction of the 
contestants. Then the girls perfmmed in casual wear, business wear, talent, formal, and question and answer. Renita 
McKnight won the scholarship pageant. Autumn Swinson placed second and Elizabeth Kohlbaker placed third. 
44 Events 
Sromd place winner Autumn 
Sw.imm ~rforming in the 
formal wear ~tion. 
Third place winner Eliza~th 
Kohlbaker ~rfonning in the 
formal wear ~ion 
Lavetta Lewis Marq uia leWis 
Events 45 
Black History Month 
Black History Month was celebrated with events such as jeopardy and game nights, and 
film showings of "The Help" and "War for Your Soul". The finale was the Black 
History Month celebration; which is meant to be entertaining, educational, and a revie 
of all of the month's events. Wayne Robinson was the guest speaker for the celebration. 
His speech was empowering and reflective of the lives of previous individuals. 
Robinson ended by saying, "Don't let anybody stop you from achieving &rreatness." 
Guestsp:~aker Wayne Robinson. recruiter 
for Nucor and retiroo basketball player. 
Kai tlin Brown and Offie Adams perfmmjng 'Strange Fruit'. a 
musical number originally performed by Bilhe Hohday. 
Precious frorest (front) and Marq wa 
lewis performing with Voices of 
Inspiration 
Cornell Nichols pe1forming to the History 
ofRapwithMCSquaredPlusOne. 
jessica Harvey performing a Jllillornime 
with Voicesoflnspiration. 
46 Events 
Danielle Martin was a host for the 
Black 1-iistory Month Celebration 
Starti11g from the left Aimee Snell performing as Midmel, Lilldsey 
S:±10bert performing as Ben, Kailea Tilden as Mary Pop pins and 
Marsha Wi~ly as Jane in the SJ:!ne Let's Go Fly a Kite. 
Amanda Wilson performing as Uncle 
.AJbert to the 3:lng ·1 Love to Laugh ... 
Disney's Mary Poppins 
Missouri S&T Ballet and Dance Club pertormed to Disney's 
"Mary Poppins". Aimee Snell was the head choreographer and 
performed as Michael. Lindsey Schobert was the assistant 
choreographer and perfonned as Bert. Two acts were pertormed 
which included 16 scenes. A couple scenes even included 
members of the swing dance club and freerunners. 
Starting from the left Aimee Snell terforming as Michael Micah Weiss 
performing as Mr. Banks. Marsha Wi~ly performing as Jane and Jennifer 
Collins as Mrs. Bank. 
Kailea Tilden performing as Mary Poppins and Und~y 
M yah West performing a solo dance to Feed ~Birds. SChobert performing as Bert in ~ SJ:!ne Jolly Holiday. 
Events 47 
Laura the Play 
S&T's fall theater production is titled "Laura" . It's based on the 1944 movie and starts 
with the murder of the beautiful Laura, played by Angela Watts. A detective played by 
Jacob Gardner is captivated by Laura's portrait and sets off to find her killer. He 
deducts five main suspects and continues his questioning. It appears that everyone who 
met the beautiful girl immediately fell in love with her. The detective even gets 
attached by reading her diary and letters as he tries to avenge her death. The twist 
comes when the detective accidentally fell asleep in Laura's apartment and wakes to 
the sound of someone entering, only to find it is Laura in the flesh. The person who 
was shot was actually a model while Laura was out of the country. It became even 
more urgent that the detective find the murderer. 
Above: Dltective Mark M rl='l"'"'nn 
Alx>ve: Main Actress Laura Hunt 
played by Angela Watts. 
&low Anogant jmrnallst Waldo 
Lydecker played by Nathan Eire . 
.&lttom l~ght Laura's fianre, 




played by Jaoob Gardner. 
Right Laura's loyal housekeeper, 
Bessie Clary, played by Carolyn 
Harper. 
Alx>ve: Wesley Hackett 
~rformlng as Dmny. 
WillyWonka 
Jeanne Stanley directed in the S&T production of Willy Wonka. The 
production was based off of the original novel "Charlie and the Chocolate 
Factory" written in 1964 by Roald Dahl. This timeless classic is about Charlie 
Bucket, played by Michael Bouchard, who is from a poor family. The Bucket 
family is close to starving until Charlie finds a Golden Ticket to tour Willy 
Wonka's Candy Factory. Kirk Lawrence played the role of Willy Wonka and 
the Candy Man. Charlie tours the factory with Grandpa Joe, played by Jeff 
Williams. Charlie competes with five other children to win a prize. Above: Jeff Williams as Grandpa Joe. Grandma Josephine played 
by Madalyn Weston. Grandma Georgina played by Hannah 
Chambers. and Grandpa George played by Stephen Smith 
Events 49 
University Choir & 
Chamber Choirs 
oliday Choral C:::Oncert 
The University Choir requires no audition. It is open to 
Missouri S&T students, faculty, staff, and to Rolla area 
residents. The Chamber Choir requires an audition for 
membership and performs anything ranging from Bach to 




The Symphonic Band's winter concert began with High 
Country FanFare by Walter Cummings. Then Dominion 
of the Sky by David Shaffer, Castlebridge by John 
O'Reilly, and El Pueblo by Johan Nijs was played. 
50 Events 
A Red, White, & 
Blues Jazz C:Oncert 
The Jazz Ensemble is lead by David Cress. They performed 
n Veteran's Day at the Red, White and Blues Concert. This 
concert featured music by Maynard Ferguson, Gordon 




The Community Symphony Orchestra and the S&T 
Chamber Orchestra are conducted by Dr. Robert J. 
Cesario. The Chamber Orchestra began the concert with 
Minuet by Franz Schubert. The University and 
Community Symphony Orchestra began their half of the 
concert with Divertimento, by Milton G. Davenport. 
Events 51 
'rrhe M oon, M a rs, a n d Beyond: A 
Disc:ussio n with 'Three Astro n a uts 
Three astronauts; Colonel Tom Akers, Doctor Janet Kanvadi, and Doctor Sandra 
Magnus visited Missouri S&T to discuss their careers at NASA and the future of space 
exploration. These three astronauts are S&T graduates and an inspiration to everyone. 
Freshman Cameron Rudolph said, "I was extremely excited when I found out that three 
astronauts including Sandra Magnus were coming to Rolla to speak. Luckily I was 
able to get her signature, which really completed my experience!" Rudolph was 
referring to a vacation he went on in 2011 where he saw the STS 135 Atlantis: The 
Grand Finale space shuttle launch. 
52 Events 
Cameron Rudolph g-eLting his 
program from theSIS 135 
Atlantis signed by 
Sandra Magnus. 
M o sq_ue Opening 
No'VVruz: Iranian 
Nowruz means New Day and is the name of the Iranian New year, also known as the 
Persian New Year. The Iranian New Year marks the first day of spring, celebrated on 
the vernal equinox. The Iranian Student Association celebrated in Havener. There was 
a speaker who spoke about the background of N owruz and a presentation about Haft 
Sin, meaning "SevenS". The Haft Sin is a traditional table setting for Nowruz that 
includes seven items. People in festive attire danced and brought the seven items to the 
table. The seven items are Sabzeh or wheat sprouts, Samanu or wheat pudding, Senjed, 
dried fruit from the Oleaster tree, Sir or garlic, Sib or apples, Somaq or sumac berries, 
and Serkeh or vinegar. 
Events 53 
Cheryl B. Schrader 
S& T Chancellor 
Cheryl B. Schrader is the 21st leader of Missouri University of Science 
and Technology. Schrader has a Bachelor of Science degree in Electrical 
Engineering from Valparaiso University in Indiana. She went on to the 
University of Notre Dame to earn a Master's and Ph.D. in Electrical 
Engineering. Schrader is passionate about increasing interest in science, 
technology, engineering, and mathematics education. She focuses on 
innovative learning methods to help students. 
54 Events 
Timothy "Wolfe 
Named University of 
Niiss<::Juri President 
Tim Wolfe was named the 23rd President of the 
University of Missouri Systems. Wolfe earned a 
Bachelor's Degree in Personnel Management in the 
1980s. He is a former Vice President and General 
Manager of the Global Distribution Sector of IBM. He 
has also served as the President of Novell Americas as 
well as the Executive Vice President of Covansys. 
His father, Joe, was a Communications Professor at the 
University of Missouri-Columbia from 1967-1997. 
Wolfe's Mother, Judith received a bachelor's degree, dual 
master's degrees, and a law degree at MU. 
Above: Jared Buretta of Chemical Engineering 
and Kristen Lynn ofEI<'X:trical Engineering. 
Al:xwe: Mal thew Prather Mechanical 
Engineer Below Sean AlbiUar. a graduating 
~nior of Business and Management Systems. 
Above Sahilkwnar Parikh of Aerospace 
Engineering 
C1:lreer Fair 
The fall career fa ir hosted 210 employers. 
The spring career fa ir had a 15% increase from 
spting 2011 with 178 employers. 29 new 
companies attended and 30 Fortune 500 
companies were present. There was also a 
14% increase in the number of students and 









The Fall Fest events are a part of the kick -start 
programs hosted by the Resident Assistants of 
S&T's Residential Life. Some of this year's 
events included activities such as a LAN Party, 
Minute to Win It, Pirate Palooza and RAVE! 
Student Life 59 
The Biological Sciences Department 
hosted a benefit on behalf of the Tri-
County Humane Society where dogs 
and cats were available for adoption or 
for rent. For a $5 fee, students and 
faculty can spend 30 minutes of quality 
time with the animals. 
'~ ~ -.; 3g:••;, 
mECj_A 
mineRS 
MegaMiner is a programming 
competition held every semester 
where teams are challenged to 
create an artificial intelligence (AI) 
in order to achieve objectives and 
beat the other teams. MegaMiner 8 
took place in the fall and featured a ......__ 
game called "Botnet". 
60 Student Life 
EcoMiners is a student founded 
organization who work towards 
bringing the Missouri S&T campus us 
to the environmental efficiency and 
sustainability expectations of our 
generation. Here you will see several 
of the EcoMiners cleaning litter up 
around Acron Trail. 
st)~s ~u..:t.~~ 
CLE~n-UP 
Every year, members of the Society of Hispanic Professional 
Engineers (SHPE) get together to clean a section of the highway 
down 63. 
Student Life 61 
jusc S_A.g 1-)i' 
C_A.mP _A. iCin 
Students and staff oftheStudentDiversity Programs Department 
joined together to host the "Just Say Hi" Campaign in the fall 
of 2011. Various organizations set up booths, fraternities 
strolled the Havener Atrium, and students from throughout the 




Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. 
hosted their second annual Happy 
Phriday Homecoming Pep Rally 
in October in front of the Havener 
Center . The S&T Football Team, 
Gold Miners, Cheerleaders, and 
Faculty were there along with 
members of ABS, KMNR, and 
many other student organizations. 
Students participated in the dunk 
tank, pie-a-teacher, and some 
received free give-a-ways. 
Student Life 63 
b1ziVe 
The blood drive was sponsored by the Interfraternity 
Council, Panhellenic Council, and Student Council. It 
was a part of Greek Week and was held in the fall. 
11.11.11 
The S&T Bookstore dropped 1,111 
ping pong balls at 11:11 AM 
November 11 (11/11/11), from the 
second t1oor atrium in the Havener 
Center. 111 of the balls were 
redeemable for prizes as well as the 
person who collected the most balls. 
Prizes included gift cards, 
headphones, water bottles, and the 
of a $500 textbook 
64 Student Life 
Missouri S&T Founders Day was celebrated 
November 4th in the Havener Center atrium. 
The Miner Alumni Association hosted the event 
for students, faculty and staff. Cake and punch 
was served to commemorate the historic day 
when classes first started at our university 
[November 6, 1871]. 
:&low: Intelim Chancellor. WarTen K Wray cutting Lhe first slice of cake. 
World Aids Day occurs on December 
1st. The goal is to increase awareness, 
fight prejudice and improve education. 
Students set up station in the Havener 
Atrium to pass out buttons, hand out 
information, and educate their peers. 
Vic:coRg SeeP 
Competitors came out to show they have the 
heart, the stamina, the pride, and the dedication 
to be the 2011 Victory Step Showcase Champion. 
Participants included Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, 
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. and members of 
Voices of Inspiration. 
SA.LSA-
T)iGocs 
The Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers host their 
monthly Salsa Night for students across the campus. The event 
starts with the teaching of a few basic steps and then breaks 
out into partners. Over the school year this event has grown 
into its own club, the Salsa Club. 
66 Student Life 
The lovely ladies of the Sigma Delta Chapter of 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. hosted a Zumba 
workout session. The event was instructed by 




The Association for Black Students hosted a 
fashion show and a costume contest in October. 
Students modeled great fashion and showcased 
their creativity with the costume contest. 
bSC 
Al:x:Jve: Ty Morrow 
giving the crowd a 





Student Life 07 
The Student Union Board (SUB) hosted a 
live concert for students to mark the end of 
summer. Barbecue, Frisbee, games, and 
Gumby all could be found at this concert. 
The artists include Underdog Syndrome, 
Make Me Break Me and From Skies of Fire. 
68 Student Life 
SU. B 'PRESEnc:s! 
COFFEEhOUSE 
PiE 
Every semester, the Student Union Board brings in several talented artists and 
performers. Poets, singers, pianists, spoken word artists are come through 
Missouri S&T to entertain our students. Whether over a cup of coffee or a slice of 
pie, one is sure to enjoy themselves. 
Perf01mers have included: Hana Pestle, an alternative and acoustic singer/ 
songwriter whose lyrics are sweetly poetic with just a slight sting. Spoken word 
poet Carlos Williams, nationally recognized for his brutally honest and comedic 
with his poetry. Sierra DeMulder, a slam poet featured in hundreds of venues 
across the country . And the award is winning slam poet, Carrie Rudzinski. 
&low Carlos Williams 
1rurd Below Hana Pestle 
Student Life 69 
70 Student Life 
Once again, the S&T Campus was taken over by a hoard of flesh 
eating ghouls. Dozens of students fought tirelessly for survival, 
but few survived. Most of them became ... ZOMBIES!!!! 
vs 
HVZ has become a well known and 
treasured event for the students at Missouri 
S&T. Whether you are a part of the fun or 
even if you are strolling to your next class 
as a stampede of head-band wearing nerf 
gun carrying students flock by, you can be 
assured this is a memory you shall not soon 
forget. 
During the course of a delightful meal, one of the 
guest disappears. Come to find out ... 
it 'twere MURDER! Who twas the culprit?! 
Leave it to S&T students to solve this mystery. 
Student Life 71 
RHA and NRHH hosted the Powder 
Puff Championship Games where 
female students of the three residence 
halls competed in football. 
TJ vs RC vs Quad. The guys were not 
left out, they rooted on the girls as their 
cheerleaders! 
RAs hosted the first ever camp sight in the Field 
of Dreams, centered between Res.College 1 and 
2. Students learned the tricks of the trade; including 
building fires, tying knots, making smores, and 
cooking in a dutch oven. Some residents even 
stayed through the night to watch the stars and 
sleep in the tents. 
72 Student Life 
Lt. Col. Brockfeld helped with teaching the basics 
while OAR donated some of the camping equipment. 
Thanks to the lovely sounds of LMFAO's "Sexy and 
I Know It", a flash mob took place in the center o 
the Havener cafeteria. One question remains: 
"Who is the box-headed figure?" 
Did you know that Angry Birds is filled with physics? Several RAs 
of the Residential College hosted a program to highlight the skills 
required to succeed in a winning a life-size Angry Birds games. Dr. 
Bieniek was present to help the students fine-tune there aim and hit 




Liquid nitrogen bubbles, frozen Bubbalicious 
Bubblegumhiddenin whip cream, and poppable 
bubble rapping paper could all be found in this 
program gears towards relieving the mid-
semester stress. 
Student Life 73 
P .A-inc: cnE RC Cu.nnEL 
RAs of the Residential College joined forces to organize the painting 
of the RC tunnel. Over the course of two months, students from across 
campus added their artwork to the bare walls of the tunnel under Hwy 
63. This allowed each person involved to leave a visible mark of their 
presence on the university. 
74 Student Life 
Every year, the National Residence Hall Honorary 
Missouri S&T Shamrock Chapter (NRHH) hosts 
a lock-in for students. While there, students engage 
in fun games, team building activities, and enhance 
their leadership skills. This event always delivers 
an amazing time with a spoon full of personal 
growth. 
American Institute of Chemical 
Engineers hosted a trivia night in 
the fall semester. Teams allowed 
five people to come and test their 
random know ledge skills. 
10 
The villainously funny Perfect 10 Improv occurred in the 
fall semester. The act was hilariously random had the crowd 
rolling in laughter. 
Student Life 75 
Cninl<-
Students competed in the II So You Think You Can Dance II contest hosted by Aerial 
Swing Dancing in the Spring Semester. The primary style was swing dancing and 
students competed as partners. There was also an aerial and steps division. 
~~~~~~!!! __A..BS PR.ESeocs! 
binnER- co jA-66 
76 Student Life 
The Dinner to Jazz event showcases the musical and poetic side of 
the jazz era and included live performances and history throughout 
the program. This event also hosted high school students who 
participated in the National Society of Black Engineer's and Society 
of Hispanic Professional Engineer's high school recruitment event. 
This annual event always provides a good time thanks to the great 
music and delicious food. 
The Resident Hall 
Association hosted s 
theirannualSnowball T")O"U,l BALL 
Formal at the Comfort 
Suites. 
This year's theme was 
Fire fi Ice 
Above: Leslie Cerny. Hailey Tipton and Meli~ Heskett posing 
for the camera, BFFs! !! 
Left Jon Hilsher and ~rek Huang sharing a moment together. 
Above: Mel.iss3. with Brandon I<olfes-Lopez. 
&low. Zach Berends-To1Tes and Jeff White . 
Student Life 77 
The third Monday of January is the national day 
of service to celebrate the legacy of Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jr.. Missouri S&T students 
volunteered their time to serve their community. 
78 Student Life 
OF 
The day itself started with a Breakfast and the Kick-Off 
Ceremony. Students then dispersed to various volunteer projects 
around the community; at places such as at parks, community 
agencies/organizations, daycare centers, and churches. 
The day was ended with at the 2012 
Legacy Luncheon. Ms. Leila Flagg 
was the keynote speaker at the 
luncheon tllis year. 
V ECERA-T)'s 
VieiiL 
On November 11th, The Air Force ROTC honored our 
Veteran's in the atrium in the Havener Center. Students 
attended to show their recognition by bringing pictures, 
cards, and flowers. As the Ame1i can f1ag was raised, 
spectators held candles to illuminate the atmosphere. 
Snoli.lmAn ScAm~ SK 
RunJU:l..Al_K 
Sn1dents of the S&T Ballet & Dance Club sponsored the Snowman Stampede in 
Februmy. Participants received a free t-shiit and enjoyed bagels and hot chocolate. 
Proceeds of the event went to the Mary Poppins Dance Production. 
Student Life 79 
On March 8th, Leadership and Cultural Programs 
hosted International Women's Day in the 
Southwestern BeU Cultural Center. Those who 
carne made beads, crafted bracelets, and formed 
relationships to construct bridges of peace. 
80 Student Life 
OF Col_OR 
Holi is the Indian Festival of Colors. The 
celebration consisted of a bonfire, an Indian 
dinner, and Color Splash. Students dowsed each 
other in paint with the intentions of being 
completely unrecognizable by the end. According 
to tradition, following the Color Splash people 
are thrown into a body of water. This years 
celebration took place at Schuman Park. 
In McNutt Hall, students came to the Foundry to cast aluminum 
sculptures. Foam blocks were carved into the desired design and 
then casted in aluminum by students trained in the process. This 
annual event is offered completely free of charge! 
Student Life 81 
As part of SUBWeek, the Student Union 
Board hosted a Block Party on the 
Havener Lawn. Giant Jenga, an inflatable 
obstacle course, and a velcro wall were a 
few of the activities students had to choose 
from. SUB Week itself consisted of a UFO 
Lecture with Robert Hastings, Open Mic 
Night, a movie showing, and concluded 
with the Block Party and a campus-wide 
Easter Egg Hunt. 
Student Life 
LE'ft Tie dieing 
t-shirts on the 
painted streets. 
Below Playing 
Giant Jenga on 
the stone pillars. 
Left Chadwyk 
Homer en joying a 
game of Giant Jenga 
:Below Mayela Roa 
showing no mercy 
ina Wdtergun fight 
Right: Selin Acar 
rising from the 
depths of tbe 
dunking booth. 
Along with dunking booths, the 
Block Party also hosted boffers. 
Alx>ve: Andrew Wendel 
going into lx>ffing battle 
with Ryan McCoy. 
BelowAlexPrattcaught 
in a sticky situation 
Alx>ve and Right 
Students on the 
inflatable slide. 
BelowChrisMossandMatthewWcxx:lardcompetingintheinflatable 
obstacle cour~ while ]ace Karman Hearu makes it look effortless. 
Student Life 83 
miSs OOLECiA Psi Pt)i PACiEAT)C 
84 Student Life 
Cl)E: QqESC 
The gentlemen of Omega Psi Phi 
hosted a pageant as well as a Neophyte 
Step Show at Leach Theatre. This 
year's winner was Senait McLeod 
[immediate left]. 
Quadstock was a free live concert featuring local artists; ~_U_ ~ ~s .........-~ 
such as Proxy Moxy, Weston Miller, and Kansas City ~ ""---'--"--- '"'-
rapper JGray. It was held on the lawn of the Quad. 
-----
Organizations of the Student Diversity Programs Department hosted their 
3rd Annual Field Day at Schuman Park. Organizations such as the 
National Society ofBlackEngineers, the Society of Hispanic Professional 
Engineers, Association for Black Students, and Black Man's Think Tank 
were represented. Students barbecued and played sports. 



















Front Row: Rebecca Jacobsen, Liz Burns, Ashley Hilmas, Sharon Finch, and Courtney Kindsfather. Second 
Row: Kristen Luecke, Andrea Wolfe, Cat Pherigo, Mary Ann Schloemann, Laura Jeanne Bergner, and 
Courtney Johnson. Third Row: Brittney Jru·, LalU·en Bigler, Kellie Summerville, Katie Siebert, and Ashley 
Sacco. Fourth Row: Karen Dickinson, Dana Roederer, Grace Holsten, Cora Weidhas, Mru·issa Gesualdi, and 
Holly Haywood. Fifth Row: Amanda O'Dell, Marissa Bergthold, Kaitlyn Schikore, Shannon Loyet, and 
Melody Franks. Sixth Row: Catherine Kinchen, Maggie Bowman, Brooke Taylor, and Sarah Bax. Seventh 
Row: Sarah Diehl, Lynsey Toivonen, Audra Kasdotf, Shelbey Tucker, Lizzie Deister, Jessica McKinney, 
Brittany Saulnier, and Emily Burris . 
88 Greeks 
Front Row Angela ller.ClystaJ Tanksley.AmehaSi~. 
Brittanie Horseman. Cluistina Mercer. Shelby Walsh. 
Krista O:n ey. and Mazy Flaherty . 
Second Row Jessica Lutton. JessiG:l M.isak. Brittany 
Hunn. Sarah Grames. and Kelli Albrecht 
Stairs: Victoria Meister. Alexandra Womack. Lillian 
Warren. Katrina Nolte. Lindsey Moore. Emily 
Mulawa. JessiG:l Bross, Katherine Reid. Laura Meyer. 
RebecG:l White. Monic;a Folk. Jordan Griffith. M.iriah 
Ander:;nn l<achel Jones.Misha Miller-Gilmore. Emily 
Klump. Lauren Reinhard. AshJeigh Eady, Coti Bova . 
Emily Likert Nancy 'legerlehner. Annessa Griffen 
Lindsey Chaffin. Kim Wilken. Elaine Smith. Melissa 
Mahoney. Relxxx:a Menius.Deirdre Braun. and Sarah 
Kirkendoll . 
Front Row: Anna Neurert Bridget Calandro. Pam Ryder. Emily Macke. Ashley Koesterer. Brittany D3vis, ~Janie Paramenter. 
and Rachel Gutluie. Second Row: larisa Boehm. Jessica Gaines. Shauntay Coleman Jessica Anna. Kassi Talak. Caitlyn Schottel 
Kelly Prater. Ali Piper. and Rachael Naeger. Third Row: Kaley Short I-IoUyn Benson. Avety Joseph. Ashley Fisher. Lindsay 
Golem. Br:ittney Voss. Eleanor Kester. Hanna Schottel. Joy WUilCierlich. and Kate .Kruggcl Fomth Row. Abby Hood.lainey 
Ross.~ Fitzgerald. Julia Huck. Nikki Kowalewski. Jessica Harvey. Law-a Wier. Amanda Clessa. Julia Valles. Madison 
Nahrup. and Emma johannas. Fifth Row: MeliSS:l Buechlein Katy Coffman Veronica Page. Lydia Frey. Lacey lewis. Caitlin 
Chester. Emily Eldridge, Chrissy Macek, Ca.r·i Swanson. and Fxica Fay. Sixth Row. Abbie F1alicx. Katelyn Boushon. Kaitlin 
'IJ.avous. C.neyenne Morrissette. Joslyn Arthm. Emily White. Megan Will. Lauren Conner. Kelly Schlattman. Sam Mollet. 
Nichole Willrnering, Megan Rose. Jaime Young. and Erica Ronchetto. 
Front Row. Anna Lure. Cera Thomason. Victoria Hartsock. Blythe Feniere. and Hannah Lambert Sc<nnd Row. Marie Kelly. 
Mary Nguyen Katelyn Price. Sabrina McKnight Erica Bay. and Brianna Anderson lbird Row: Andrea Horn Kelsey Ga.rTett 

































Tiara Brown-Cr~n. Amanda Cook. Andrea McKinnie. Jamilia McNair.and Ronetta Monis. 
Jerry 'Thomas Jr. Delvrick &>zeman Ronald Lytle. Akil Hutchins. Bryan Hogan Eric Williams, Stephon Moore Sr. Tenell Davis. Darryl 
Gil ton. Andre Agee. MondaeAtughonu.and Offie Adams . 
90 Greeks 
Cia yton Akers. Chance Albert3:>n, Tim Anington Jonathan Asburry.Aaron Attebery. Andrew Attebery. Wes Bevans, Brandon Beyers, 03::£y 
&>Umann. Jack Boyd. Patrick Braden. Austin Broeker.Alex Cambiano. Blain Cheek. Michael Olrisco. David Clemenson. Clint O:>bb. Andrew 
Cress. Orriss Crider, Austin Crisafulli. Grant Cundiff, Kyle Daniels. Nick Davis, Richard Dunham. Nick Ebert Josh EckerL 1ay lor EngeL Stan 
R>wler. Andrew Friedrichs. Bob Givens. B1ian Hartmann. Alex Heimsoth, Kohltan Heiter. Tim Hiser. Scott Holoomb. Tim Kottrnan. Aaron 
Lammers, Nathan Leezer. Wade Leible. Bryan litzsinger. Joe Long. Dillon Lustick. Steven Macke, Sean McQuay. Daniel Meier. Adam Miller. 
Brian Murphy. Co:ly Niles. Richard Owen. O:>lin Pashia. Adam Pfaff. Grant Pfister. Kyle Pfitzinger. ChrisPhilpy. Mitch Pilliard.}oshua Poole. 
Jordan Sanders. Payne Sawyer. Paul Schmidt Daniel Schrader. John Sch!iener. Will Schroeder. }eff~verson Daniel Stiner, Michael Stuckey. 
Zach Weber. Kyle Weldon. Ryan Wood. Alex Woodworth. and Joel Zahner. 
Steven Applegate. Nir.ho!as Bawn. Ryan Beck. Steven Beetz. Andrew Bertels. Brandon Blackwell. David Buttig. Eric Ca Uanan John 
Carl:xmeau.Alex Carter.~ Ca9ey, Brem1t O:>urtney. Kyle Crane. Nicholas D'Enico.Nathaniel Dickinson Jason Diellich, Nathan ['owd, jacob 
Droste.~vin DuMont Jordan England. Aaron Enz. Logan Ewigman. Jonathan Fau~r. Robert Folk. Richard Gorski.Steven Grott}acob Ha~ . 
.Nathan Hay, Samuel Hay, Aaron Hensley. DJ Henson Brad Hood, Adam Hughes, Matthias Hughes, Nicholas Hutton, Mical1 Johnson Jeff 
]osken Sean Keller. Dar1 Kuehl. Trenton Lauer. Calwn Leani, David IKko. Jakob Lind9ey. Philip Matt C.onnor McGowan 1Yler Morrow. 
Sam Nichols. J))minique Nocito. David Poh1man.l<au1 Quinones. Scott Replogle. Levi Runyon. Matthew Ryder. jack Savage. Joe Schroeder. 
NicholasSchweissguth. Zachary Smith. Nathan 'TI1yparambil Brian Trigg. Mathew Tupper. Andrew Tupper.Danell Wallace.~ Wilferd. 































Daniel Avila, Tnn Bateman Alex Brown, Brandon Clark. Kyle Cook. Christopher Denney. Derek Dixon Daniel Elliot. Gabe Ellis. Ryland 
Foresythe. Kevin Gill. Joshua Hagee. Joseph Jaoobt Collin Kelly. Mohammad Kokan. Justin Lovelady. Jeremy McBride. Chad McDaniel . 
Mark Mueller,JoshuaParks.Ryan Partney ,James 1a y lor. BrianS::hreiber,Adam Tigue. Matthew Vogel Wade WaldrnanZach Widdicombe . 
and Adam Woj:iehowski. 
Nick Angles, Jordan Boulden 'll1omas Bowen Marshal Bowser. Zachery Brom. Jeff Brnits±l. 'Thomas BrnTows, Ian Cluistian E1ic Crawley . 
Ja;h Davis. Jason D:lnel. Kyle IX>ugherty. Chris Dunn. Tyler Englehart Teny foeldewerth. Nick Foster. Matthew Goodman. Jesse Hamilton . 
David HengsL Mike lsom. Michael Kavcler. Jan King. Nate Krenning, Kory Kupka. Cameron La.Presta. Cody lewis. ]ialun Li. Matthew 
Lindsay. Chtistopher Markus. Mark McBride. Jake M<Lonnell Ryan Merkle. Jre Munder. Anthony Nosbush. Andrew Phillips . John 
Phinney. Taylor Plier. Adam Reab. Zacha~y R.idenow. Paul Rosemarm Jason Sabo. Devon Schrrer. B1yan Schuoodig. Kyle Schutte. Scott 
Sherman Christopher SieberL Kyle Spangler. Tom Stortz. Benjamin Tatman Raymond Taylor. Evan 'Thibaud, Joseph Walker, Jack Watts, 
Eddie Weigers. Mark Whaley. and Austin White . 
92 Greeks 
Aaron Steimel Sermad Amir. Jared Backues. Lucas Barker. Steven Bearden Matt Beasley. Benjamin Em nett. Max fueh Elias lhrton. Zar.h 
Branham. Phillips Bryce. Matthew Bw·kett. Dylan Chorice.Andrew Christian. Brock Curtis. Matt I:\lre. David Reinwakl Tommy Davis. Tom 
~IIDroo.]ohn ~Martino. Kyle Dibler. Tyler Duffy, Ethan Engel. Alex Ennis. ChrL<> Fergusm. Kevin Flaker. Ryan Foshage.JeffFiitzmeyer . 
1yler Gach, Matt Cake, Chris Garner. Josh GrobeS:ott Hacker. Chris Healy.Andrew Hennessy, Henry Holden Patrick Hernandez. Braxton 
Hoenes. Ra;s Hoover. Alex Hughes. Zach Husmann. Adam Hussey. Jermy Jamison. Kyle Jamison. Alex Korf. Johnny Kraus. Neil Krej:i, 
Joseph Kw·tz. Eric LaPietra. Brem LaPiet:ra. Brendan Laratta. Steve Ludwig. Brandon Luebbering. Michael Lyons. Neal Mahoney. John 
Malone. Josh Mane:xa!oo. Goorge Mausshardt Aaron McClanahan Nathan M<:.Qe. Austin Mehner. Jaoob Meier. Robert Miller. Charles 
Moore, David Muller,Nathaniel Stern, Tayler Perrey.Scott Peth.Ben Prueter. Zach Purol. Nolan Rasmussen,Juston Sanger. Daykin Schnell . 
jeremy Schoor. Jake ShulL<>. Herman Singh. Nick Smith. Noah Smithmeier. John Stevens. Travis Stewart. Otha Stone. Andrew Stnus. Ben 
Su:aus. Rodgrick Strauther. Alex Trampe. Nick Tram~. Ryan Ulrich. Thomas Warner. Reese Wiggins. Kevin Wilson. Travis Winkebuann. 
Mike Worms. Clayton Yingling. and Je~ Zamanuk. 
Chris Antczak. Duncan Baker. Graham Blankenship. Joe Bradish. james Buckley. Curtis Bune. Mnthew Callaway. Nicholas Cosentino, 
Michael Eichen~r. Chris Fernandez. Rob Fletcher. Brad Grorgen Alexander Gibbs. Marcus Hamilton. Ryan HErl<man. Jimmy Jackson 
Johnson Dien·ich. Matt King. Mitchell Knight. Justin Kutay. Nick Kuray. Matthew Langenfeld Jaoob Livergooi Dm Masterson. Vinm 
Matteucci.MattNaglich,Josh Noelder. Matt P.atterson Carlos Rivera.]ohn Ross.StephenRoth.Andrew Saake. DavidSchallom.TitusSchultz. 






























Kyle Giles. Marcus-Tor Strickland Auggie 
Sanders, Nid1olas Williams, Ashley Jordan 
S:mJ Fennell. and Ten-y Robinson. 
Front Row: BaldWin Chen. ~yle Calvin. Tyler Graef. Adam Westhoff. Nathan Love. Kyle Sch:rnitl Alex Kin~y. Mark Dundon. Brenden Bunus. 
Tyler Stephens. and Dave Willey. Se:ond Row: Ryan Johnston Grailt Wehmeyer. Andrew Gieselmann Anthony Null. Zach Troe~r. Mike 
Lane. Pat Nichols. PauJ Mallmann. Eric Aubuchon Ccx:iy .Kirs::hner. and Matt Vanhoo~r. Third Row: Matt Jones. Matt O:lyle. Andy Orf. Jake 
Duvall DaVid Allen. Jeff .Keener. K y leAcker. O:llin HmTis.Zack Klump. Jake Ungclheim. Mark Mikecin. Tom Schaefer. Tim Hakenewerl:h.and 
Jack Weaver. 
94 Greeks 
Adam Altmann Kevin Antrobus. Mike Archibald Taylor Arens. Bret Baer.Zach Baker. Kelsey Bardell.Ben ~ Bartnicke. Christopher l3al1on 
Trevor &cherer. James Bell. Andy BignaU. John BiJyeu. Kyle .&mnice, Nicholas Bouvatte. Michael Bradford. M~n Brown. Clint Brown. S:!th 
Bun. Andrew Busby, Jeremy Bylo, jake Campbell Robert Chishohn. Zachary Ciurcr...ak. Caleb Collier. Jacob Colter. Gre'?f!:, Crannick. Matthew 
CrinnianAndrew Cuo::io. Brandon Cundiff. Tim Dalton. Sam Diacon JeffDierker. AJbin IXlhmen. Froody Dugard, Tyler Effinger. Garrett Eskens. 
Zachary Ewh:mk. Colin Eyster. Evan Fox. Christopher Freeman Dalton Gibbs. Bradley Gilmer. Jonathan Goecker.Daniel Grace.]oseph GrafT. Robert 
Gruelle. Dustin Hale. Corey Hale. Jeffrey Hall Arthur Hartt Raheel Hassan. Peter Haw. Michael Heise. Spencer Hiestand. Erik Hinze. Kaleb 
Hoffman. Blake Hoffman Christopher Hollenberg. Matthew Ja~n Mitch Jones. Eric Jones, Chad jones. Dy lanJones,Joseph Jordan, Greg Kabak, 
Andy Keeven. David Kekec. Jake Kemple. Brian Kierath. Kevin Kimmle. Cadence Kirchner. Dillon Kbewer. Keith Landers. Evan laughlin. 
Christopher Lear, Ted Leonard Brandon I..ile. Jake I..uetzow. Joe MaCke, Mitchell Marold Edward Matuszak, Adam McDmell, Paul Mc.Ghee. 
NiCk Mc.Graw. Matthew Meglio. Tyler Meyer. Joseph Miller. Matt Modrusic. Brady Muller. Jaoob Nutt Ryan PauJ. B1ian Phagan. Andrew 
Plyler, D:mg Porter, Sterling Price. Ben Rauls Lon, Austin Rred, jaoob Rickard Jaoob Roth. Tyler Schaffner, Kyle Xhraier. Brian Seawright Ryan 
S:!xton,SamuelShaffer,ParthShall.jaoobShaw.MarcSiebers,KyleSneed,Danie!Stokes.BlakeSummers.AndrewTerbrock.TroyTerrill.Taylor 
Thornhill. Hsu Ting-Chi. Peter Vaccaro. John Van Gels. Justin Vance. Matt Vandiver. Tanner Wagoner. Tucker Wagoner. Jordan Wengler. Lucas 













Abc S~ru•r. Adam Zywicki. Alex Pellman. Anthony &."toldi. Bill Akr~ge. Carter W;IDn Chad Dclgado. Col ron Begley. Ulnoor Hines. Dane • 
Greer. David Hertig. Devin Dixon. Drew Dingledine. Garrett Palm. Gus Steurer. Jacob Grapperhaus. Jake Phelps. Jarrett Harrington. Joe Burdge, 1- .. 
Joe Maxwell John Rademacher ,John Tomaszewki. Kevin McCowan. Kyle Wa'?f!:,ener. Ma~n Snider. Matthew Lange. Michael O:mdell Mike 
Picl<ler.Nathan Vandeloo. Paul VUale. Robbie Fritz. and Sam M<Cabc. • 
















DrennanAlden.ArallahAlyatim.Nicholas Bartley,Aiex Bennett. David B1idgeman. Matt Brooks. Joshua Buxhe,Brad Calzone. Tyler Can. 
Aaron O:>bb. Jared O:>x. Garret O:>zad. Josh Czerniewski. Jonathan Daniels, Joshua Dautenhahn. Zack. Davis. Caleb Day. Nicholas Th!trich . 
Nick F.sj:mto. Evon Frazier, jonathan Freeman. Sage Ganef:S)n. Dylan Hampton. Tyler Herrell. T cxld Heuring. Jordan Hindman. justin 
1-Dinak. Kris Holland. Hooge Hunter. Stiles ]ack.~n. Ray Kelll3:>n. Andy Kennon. Andreas Kofler, Michael Kroth. john Laster. Jonathan 
Luer.DavidMalawey.EthanMargherio.BrandonMcCord.BenMcK.inley.AdamMcMikle.ZachMelber.AndrewMenner.TraeMiinch 
Kyle MrelJering. Samuel Mw'])hy. John Pare. Corey Pratte. Alexander Presnell Robert Redmond. Ja3:ln Reed. ~rek Richards. Jacob 
RobinetL Jacob Saxton. Phil Schneider. Boris Semenok. jake Spooler, Mike Stasiak, Kirk StilwelL Blake 1homure. J~l 'Thorne. Michael 
Treis. Angelo Tuano. O:>le Vansell. Luke Walker. Anthony Wall Trenton Wes::he. Nick Whisler. and Justin Whittemore. 
Alexander Barrett Brandon &lies. Theodore Briscxx:!. Cullen Bruckerhoff. Oxly Camden. Matthew Chott ~nnjs f~annigan. Samuel Card. 
Shane Harris. Andrew HarrisonAJexancler' Haver·mann Carson Ho. Ryan Hoffman William Hohulln. Jacob lvy.Nicholas ]en&h. Dylan 
]ones. Ian Kortman. Brett Kraus. Mir.hael Little. Duuel Miller. Alex Niner. Aaron Osburn. Aaron Perera. Scott Pisarik. Kevin Ponder. Dustin 
llip~y,John Schebawn. Dylan Scherer, ~rek Sechi Danny Truong. j~l Vogt. Tyler· Wolk.and Daniel Wooten 
96 Greeks 
JoeAr~nauJtJustinAuer.Tanner Bollman. Drew BrometStevenBuck.MikeCimo.GrifflnDaehnke,AustinDavis.NickFshelman.Matt 
Fshelrnan,KrisHath.DJHoward.MmJacksonJakeKohne,DavidKuelker,AustinMarkey,TomMarkowsk.i,KlisMartin.JoshMatyt 
Jon McBain. D:ln Mertens. Brett Mertens. Steven Nieto. John PetYovic. Stephen &baa b. Evan Shippee. Billy Slater. Kevin Stewart Sam 
Thebeau. Daryn 'Thomas. Kelly Walsh. and Ben Weldin 
Enjoy! 
TravisBoy~n 03sey Beauchamp. Zachary Bible.KrisButler. Tim Chapman.CharlesConway.Heath Dreyer.Andrew Dming.J~ph Faller. 
Cameron Floerxh. Andrew Ge~Jmann. Matthew Gibson. Logan Hali.l. Drew Hall Andrew Holderness. Josh Howard. Andrew Jabrani. 
Max Jackson Jerry Kayes. Parker Kessler. Jeremiah Kinealy. Clayton Kolkmeier. Shawn Kmtz. William Lin~. Zachary Lorentz. Bradley 
Lukasiewicz. Frank Maloy.Ivan Matthews. Kevin Puetz. Garrett Rei ja.J~ph Reynolds.StuartSchneider.Josh ua Sherman.StevenSumpter . 































COOy Bilir.Stephen Banks. justin &tz.LcWis Buchanan Daniel CannonDy Ian Crowder. Sam Golden Landon Goldstein josh Juergens . 
Nick Kahmke,Lucas Iaughery.Alex Lo~z.Brian Mahan.JoshMahan.EdwardNoonan. MattOConneUy.GabeOlivo.Richard Pankau . 
Jeff Pease, Zach Pease. Dan Richardson mn Spaay. Dylan Stevens, Josh Warner, Glennon Watts. and Jesse Whitlooge . 
Dt.mcan Baker, 1homas Bowen Dylan Chorire, 
Michael Conde!J. Matthew Coyle. Kar 1 Dachroo:len. 
Derek Dixon Dennis Flannigan Branden C..oad. 
StevenGrottErik Hinze.Braxton Hoenes.Natharuel 
Leezer. Ethan Margherio. lvan Matthews, Jake 
McConnell. Brian Mmvhy~ Jake Phelps. Levi 
Runyon Vinoent Sanchez. D?.an Spaay. and Kevin 
Stewart 
98 Greeks 
Coti Bova Rachel Corey. Chrjslina Mercer. Veroni<a Page, Meg Riley, Misha Miller -Gilmore, l)!stinee Rea. Brittney ]ahr. Holly 
Haywood . .&Uocla ChoLAnna Neubert Krista Corvey.Ally Nissen. Law·en Spaulding, Kim Wilken. Ash leigh Eady. Kaitlyn 
Schikore. Nicky Kowalewski. Kate Kruggel. Megan Will l{ebecca Jacobsen Savannah Signaigo.Ali Pi~r. Kassi 1alak, Cora Weidhas. 
Angela Iler. Ktisten Luecke. Andrea Wolfe. Emma Johannes. Ashley Sao:o. and Levi Runyon. 
Aaron Mc.Clanaha n,Abigail Fralicx.AJly Njssen Andrew Busby. Ashley Fisher.Ashley Sao:o. A very Joseph. Brian Phagan. B1ittney ]ahr. 
Caleb Marting. Brian Van :&x:>ven David Hengst ~rek Troutn1an. Fawn Kostal. Gabe h:>m. ]eel Zahner. Josh Hagee. Katy Coffman. 
MaggieBowmanMaxBceh.MlchaeJSchmittMikeCondell.NathanLeezer,NicholasAngles.ParthShah.PauJSchmidLPeterl{othermich. 
RachelGuthtie.Ryan Fushage.Soott Hacker. WUJiam Slater.Zachary Weber.Angela Jller.AnnaNeubertBridgetCalandro. Brittany Thtv:is . 






























Luke Holliday. Shaun Catlett, Andrew C!urn. Derek Reum Tim Perkins. Ja<knn Cwach, Lane Brewer, Jaoob Cermak. David Potts. 
Peter Moore. and Matt Friedman . 
Soott Yeager. Christopher MorTis. Josiah Perisho. Ryan Potts. Joseph Byrum. Ricky Jiles. Branden Harper. Siddhant Menon. and 
Matthew Paradeis. 
100 Greeks 
Greek Lettered OrganizatiorlS 
Abrey Camprell. Abby Lunn. Alicia Pa j:la. Ashley 
Ovcrn:hmidL Cat Bohanon O:>lleen Lewis. Erin 
Hellebl&h. H~ther f<erstl. Jamie Hatlan Janelle 
Lewis. Jenn Kegler. Kate Runyan. Kayla OBrien 
Kayl~ Smith. Kendra Woo:lall. Kimberly Ekholm. 
Kori LouvaJL Li~y Schmucker. Lori Binder. 
Maddie Gibler. Melissa Moorefield. Nirole French . 
Nioolc Patkc. Paige Smothers. Rachel S:lmodi, Sam 
Swreney. Sam O'Brien. Stefani Moore. Jennifer 
Mcncloz.a. Brillney Abel. Tabre Oliver, Jocelyn 
)):)motte. Melanie Sherorn. Hayley Wright Rel:ma 
Menlus. Alanna Brallier, Katherine Reid, Sam 
Kempker, MaggieEicks.and Allissa Pickerill. 
Martin Atwater. Andrew Busby, Man Bw·kett Dave Buttig. Nate Dickim:m. Chris Dxige. John l))ugherty.Adam Eyerly. Evon Frasier. 
SrotLllacker, Ja;h llagcc.Josh KaJ LcnbronnAlexKaveler.Jan Langan. Michael L yons.lvan Ma tthcws.Nate M<.-Gce. Trevor OBryan. Richard 
Pankau. Cameron Paris. Tim Perkins. Jake Shaw. Dan Womack. Thomas Bowen, Tim l fal<encwerth. Chris Healy. Erik Hinze. Braxton 







































Greeks Give Back 
Panhellenic Council, Interfraternity Council, and 
the Student Union Board teamed up with St. 
Judes Children Research Hospital to help raise 
awareness and raise funds for the research into 
pediatric cancer. Up Til Dawn is a new event 
the Greek community decided to hold this year 
and included speakers, Greek Sign, a battle of 
the bands competition, inf1atable jousting games, 
raffles, door prizes, and a dunk tank. 
The theme of the night consisted of "Cancer 
never sleeps, so neither will we," and took place 
on April 21 . Months before the event, every 
fraternity and sorotity worked hard to raise 
funds for St. Judes. The goal for this year was 
to raise $ 15,000. However, the entire Greek 
community was able to raise over $21,000, far 

































> Last Man Standing Wins! 
Two Kappa Sigma's j:>in in a Uttle f1iendJy 
competition after the pusting tournament ended . 
104 Greeks 
"'GCXXDAAAALLU 
During Lhe ~lta Sigma Phi versus Sigma Nu 
~r game. Sigma Nu smres a gooJ . 
"'This Means Warl 
Z.eta Tau Alpha competes against Kappa D:!lta in tug of war. 
""' L 2_3_Pull! 
Chi Omega com~tes in tug of war during Closing Games. 
Clll Omega plared first in tug of war overall the ~rorities. 
"' Celebrate Goo:!. TinlCS! 
Kappa Alpha Order 
celebrates with Dionysus. 
their Godz repre~ntative 
for Greek Week2011. 
<Let's Go Pi Kappa 
Alpha! 
After ~oring a goal. 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
runs around the 
field in celebration. 
<Jousd 
Zeta Tau Alpha and 
Chi Omega fight to 
stay in the j:lusting 
ring dm·ing Closing 
Games of Greek 
Week. Zeta Tau 
Alpha plared first in 
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We didn't- lose t:he game; 
'W'e just ran out: of time 
-Vince Lombardi 
Sports 107 
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MINERS show TEAMWORK 
Left Smook Thomas blocks for Hyman as 
he runs in for the touchdown. 
LOOKING BACK 
A huge J=erformance by Missouri S&Ts 
groundgameagalnstKentucky Wesleyan. 
with a rerord-tying seven rushing 
touchdowns which lead the Miners to a 
52-28 victory. Which tied the touchdown 
mark established on O::t: 25. 1986 against 
Lincoln 
Taylor and Golden ~me the 1st {Xtir of 
running backssince 2CIJ7 andseventh {Xtir 
since 1965 to reach the 100-yard mark on 
the ground in the same game. 
Left: John Heineken in for the tackle. 
. . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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FCXYIBALL 
Miners took a step up in competition to close out the 2011 season at the Dakota Dome. After 
three long years, Missouri S&T football team achieves a winning season, with a 6-5 record. 
18 Miners receive All-GLFC honors and 6 Miners land GLFC "Player of the week" awards 
throughout the season. 
RyanTaylor.Amhony Moore. Smook Thomas. joseph Hyman Mil<e Wilron Hilton Dawron Nick Taylor.Qay Kinman. Billy .Foster.Ellis Barfield. Will MonisonJosh Firm. Rcro Brown.OlrisEme;i.ltSteve Walll:ln 
Ryan Veatch. leon M<XX!y.Adam Qark. CurtenisGoldeiL I<halan King.Dawan Ferguron David Druse.]ormyCanha~.Ada111 Pooen. Ca111eron Williams. Aloot Yernitan.llrindin Jmdm.Soott Henchicks.Edwin Scott 
wmell Jones. jakeSchneider.llol:by Pettis. Ewonu Menell Nick Kruse. Ouis McKay. Zad1 Mcloor. jake Drallmeicr. Dalton Gillispie Jimmy Bamhart Ashley jor.dan Ian Kreher. Chant-eAiexarrler. )aro:l jenkins. 
j01dan PulotL Marc Fagan jolm Heineken Quintin Ro1Ji.rl9Jn Dmte Kelly. Pat Lang. Groff CO!nnti. Steve Martin. lltian Petersoll FrOOdy Dugan!. Ouis Hom Zack Hargrove, Sean Bowers. Mark Pana. Step hal. 
Mull. Brock Jaab;. Malcolm Bootlt Rm-estal Hickman Offie Adams. Chris Cromwell. Sean Kelly. Matt MaSL Matt Nelso!l Te~n Sdmeider. Zach LEach. Delancey Rougely. Ryan Gtigsby. Vince Fticke. Mid1ael 
Un:latllink.SolomCJlMcNeal.KevinDillon.Da!myFishkin:I.ThomasDeason.jeffDnrollOxiyllw-gess.Aiexleadt jakeCiljum.joeRidpatlt]CJlVance.jaiipjtuic.A.j.Wa.n-enjustinTeny,jacd>Nutl]ohnPisdlak. 
Cole Wasma·. Dan Mauszycki Mike Saputo. Taylor Heavirlan:l. Payton Jimison Sean Martin. Evan Merz. Ecklie Rascott Marc-Alan Tucker 
Coadxs Davtl Brow!l Nate Saum Brat Sykes. An:lrew Ravadge. CeCJ-ge Booka·, Akwn Robii19Jn Antl1ony Cametlllran::lon .&ngar. Btyan Nardo. Gerold Rodriguez. Max Mani11 
Miners celebrate their l,OOOth game since 1893 with 
win against South Dakota School of Mines 60-6. 
Miners gained a victory over 
Oklahoma Panhandle State 
for their first season-opening 
win in six years. 
Above: Kevin Dillon showing his excitement 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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-· III II II 
Jessica Holder. jenniler Costello. jocelyn D:!MOtte. Emily jaeger. Kit S~rs. Kelly KosmoJX>liS. Sydney Wheeler. jackie Zellmer. 
Melanie Shehorn. Erin Bekebred.e.Alison Mueller ,Jennifer Kegler. Siena Comer. Katie McDonald Hay ley Wright 
Coaches: jawn Holt, Megan Laws. Kyle Walton. Samantha Klump. Ashton Tiddy 
After onlyfive years since theexistenceofS&T's 
Volleyball Team, the ladies made it to the NCAA 
Tournament for the first time. The Lady Miners 
finished their winning season with a record of 
24-10 and were the GLVC's West Division 
Champs with a 15-3 record. 
. . 
. . . . . . 
. . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . 
The ladies were honored by 
the GL VC the Student-Athlete 
Advisory Committee's 
Sportsmanship A ward for the 
2011 fall season. 
Four members of the team 
were named to the All-GL VC 
team. Jason Holt was selected 
as the conference's Coach of 
the Year. 
. . . 
. . . . . 
. . . . . . 
. . . . . . 
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Top left 
DeMotte dresn't let 
it touch the floor. 
Top Right 
Ki goes for the 
spike. 
Middle left 
hin & Jennifer 
chee1ing after a 
win 
Middle Right 
Kegler waits for 
the l:all. 
Immediate Left 
Lady Miners take 
a breather. 
. . . . 
. . . . . . 
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CROSS 
Collren Conrad, Madalyn Elliot. Brenda Ellis. Rachal Feist Elizabeth Hinck Lisa Lake. Mindy Lake. Codre 
PErlersen Alys:.m Smith, Aimre Snell. Diane Strong 
Coaches: Sterling Martin Kyle Rutledge 
The Women's Cross Country 
team completed their season 
by finishing 16th at the 
NCAA Division ll Midwest 
Regional. Lady Miners have 
a 7th place fini sh at the 
GL VC Cross Country 
Championships 
Colleen Conrad earned 
her second 
all-conference 
award at the GL VC 
Cross Country 
Championships, 
finishing in 5th place 
helping the Lady Miners 
..... _ to a 7th place finish. 
• • • • • I • ' ' • • ' ' • • • • 
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COUN'IRY 
The Men's Cross Country 
season came to a close as 
the Miners came in 15th 
place at the NCAA 
Division ll Midwest 
Regional at Ferris State. 
Missouri S&T finished 
sixth among the GLVC 
schools at the meet. 
Missouri S&T's men's 
cross country team 
recorded their second 
highest finish as a 
team at the GLVC 
championship s, 
finishing in 4th place. 
Stephen Andrew. Brett Conway. Danny DeJX!Ski. Peter Freiberger. Bill Gabler. Greg Gibson David Huskisron 
Chris Marchman Wyrm McClellan Andrew Naeger. Rorert.Naeger. Daltyn Payne. B1ian Scherping, 
KyleStocker,Jaoob Tayloe. Aaron Viets 
Coaches: Sterling Martin. Kyle Rutledge 
. ' . . 
I I I I • ' I ' I I I I I I I 
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Starey Luquette. Madi~n Gibler. Paige Smothers. Sammy Minea, Leah Williams. Sarah Leister. Kirstin Krnilla. Mary Hapak. Kelsey Salzman 
Kate Menke. Shelly Ekholm. Melissa YoWlg. Melisxl Moorefield. Nicole Frencll. Leilah Saadi. Erica Byerley. Colleen Lewis. Kacey Ludwig, 
Kimberly Ekholm. Lauren Todd. Carol Baker. KatelynAladin Cori Hatley. Kaitlyn ~ister. CarTie Levy 
Coaches: Joe McCauley. Kaitlin Kurilla 
Coming offtheir 1 stever appearance in post- season, the Missouri S&T Lady 
Miner soccer team was picked to finish 8th in the Great Lakes Valley 
Conference pre-season poll. Although we had 14 returning players off last 
year's squad that earned the first winning season in nearly a decade. 
Our Lady Miners ended the season with a 5-9-2 record and a 5-9-1 record in 
the GLVC conference. And ended their season with a 2-2 draw against Drury. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • I 
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Right #3 Smothers made it to the 2011 
Capitll One Academic All-District First 
Team for Region FoUl·. 
Bottom left #12 Young made the 2011 
Capitll One Academic All-District First 
Team for Region FoUl·. 
Aoove: Ladies huddle up after half-time to stntegize a team Win 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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D:mny Ge3:!ll. Matt Jacks:m. Pat McNamee. Kyle Schraier. S~~ncer Brinkmeyer. JJ Bilyeu. Timmy Kenny. Josh Bennel 
Trent L\:Jerner. Ca!ebC.olller. Peter Vaccaro. Oscar Alvarez. E]. Zembas. Ryan Muid1. JervisAtagana Carlffi Gomez. Taylor 
Arens. Pen Glover. Peter Haw. Jonathan Goocker. Bryce Phi !Ups. Brian Seawright, Kyle Sneed. Jordan England. David 
Zdvora k. Adam Stensland. Kramer Ha 11. Ben Em nett,Joe Macka. Ben Bartnicke. Evan Fox. Sam Diaoon. 
0.xtd1es: Jre Ahearn. Jre Jordan. Sam Shaffer. Brian Tucker. 
M 
E 
N The Miners finished the 2011 season with a 
record of 10-6-2 and were ranked as high at No. 
7 in NCAA Division II during the year. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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Miners were honored by the Student-Athlete Advisory Committee's 
Sportsmanship Awards for the 2011 fall season by GL VC. Miners 
had two individuals make the GL VC's all-conference team, five 
earned academic all-district honors, and two were selected to the 






Above:MinerfansshoWingsupJX>rt from thest-mcls. 
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Cathryn Heil Karli Sample. Caris.<a Richardson. Quintonia Evans. Hailee Parks. Kately HeiL~t 
Mcloed. Taylor Jensen Yael Pelleg. Julia Meyer. Courtney Kemp. Toni Knar 
Coaches: Alan }::ads Keri Hessel T <Xid Rehmert 
The Missouri S&T Lady Miners opened their winning 
season with a winning streak of 9 games and ended 
with an 18-9 (12-6 GLVC) overall . They finished 
third in the GLVC's West Division. 
This year the ladies were ranked in USA Today/ESPN 
Top 25 Coaches Poll for first time in 16 years. This 
year the ladies were also ranked in the regular season 
poll for the first time in hi story. Missouri S&Tranked 
24th p1ace with 66 points. 
BASKEIBALL 
Julie Meyer (33) and 
Hailee Parks (24) 
were named to the 
Great Lakes Valley 
A ll -Co nfe r ence 
teams. 
Below Qui ntonia Evans 
blocking the opp:ments. 
Missouri S&T was 
chosen to hold the 
2012 Women's 
Basketball GL YC 
toumament. 
Far Left Tony Knar 
running the ball through 




Tommy Pelczynskl. Eli Steinre:k, Jeremy Th!Lange, Michael Jack~n Curtis Okafor. Juian John~n 
Bryre Foster. Carlton Westbrook, Filmore :&luldes. Nusrath Khan Brian Gifford 
O:lach: Jim Clash. Craig Camptell, Joey Gcx:dg)n Assistants: Aaron Hays, Chris Turner 
Our Miner's season's records for the 
20 11-2012 season were: 
Overall Conf. 
7-20 6- 12 
Home Away 
3 - 9 4 - 9 
Miners beat GLVC's West Division 
leader Missouri-St. Louis 83-79 after 
pulling off one of the biggest stunners 
of the season with a 62-55 win over 
No. 2-ranked Southern Indiana. 
Left to Right Carlton Westbrook, Julian Johng)n, Filmore &>uldes, Brian Gifford, and Curtis Okafor. 
BASKEIBALL 
Miners' Carlton Westbrook, 
a senior from Centralia, Ill ., 
was named to GLVC's all-
defensive team. He finished 
the year with 29 steals while 
averaging 8.6 point<> a game 
on the offensive end. He also 
pulled down 2.3 rebounds a 
contest. 
For the first time since S&T 
joined the GL VC, one of our 
men's basketball team 
players was selected as the 
conference's Player of the 
Week. 
Left: Michael Jackg)n for TWOJ 
Far Left: Carlton Westbrook doing i L 
bigwiLhNus.Khan lxlckinghirn up. 




Phil Arve, Sean Dregan Jaob llile. Ryan Gilmn, 
Ethan Goldfarb. Alex Griffin. Nate Kamrath Ryan 
Layne,AlfredoMartinez,LuisNesrala.LukeNonis, 
Hayden Price. Andrew Sch.r<mck. Andrew Simek, 
Sash a Stadnick, Matt Welsh, Matthew Zieger 
Coadt: IxmgGroorns 
Miners earned six titles in a row at the NSISC Championships with several of the competitors earning 
spots among the top 8 in each of the five individual events and taking 4th in the 400-yard freestyle relay. 
122 Sports 
The Miner Swimming team ranked 
second on CSCAA 's spring academic 
list for 2011. Missouri S&T has 
consistently been one of the top 
academic teams in swimming over 
the years, including four rankings as 
the top team in Division II. 
Missouri S&T opened its 2011-2012 
swimming season with 10 finishes 
among at the Show-Me Showdown; 
a meet involving schools within the 
state of Missouri. 
Missouri S&T was represented at the 2011-12 NCAA Division II 
Championships by senior Phil Arve and ti·eshman Ethan Goldfarb. 
Arve competed in the the 200-buttert1y event, holding the 1Oth-best 
mark in the nation this season. Goldfarb posted the 11th-best time 
in Division II during the season for the 400-yard individual medley. 
Left Luis Nesrala and 
Alfnrlo Martinez take a 
break as they ob~rve their 
teammates com~te against 
Truman State waiting for 
their turn. 
S& T students show their support at the swim team's one and onJy home rneel 
Sports 123 
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Track 
The S&T Track & Field Team finished the 2012 
season with five members of the men's team and 
six from the women's squad earning honors on the 
2012 AU-Conference Teams of the Great Lakes 
Valley Conference's outdoor championship. 
Adriel Hawkins was named GL VC's "Track 
Athlete of the Year" while Lindsay Crutcher made 
the first team as the GL VC Heptathlon Champion. 
For the Miners, Terry Robinson made the first 
team, while Brendan Smith, Elijah Thomas, and 
Dan Hellwig made the second team. For the Lady 
Miners, Rachel Ede.rle, Taylor Cipicchio, Molly 
Clement, Mary Ann Bradshaw, and Paige Kruse 
made the second team. 
• I I I 
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& Field 
Jusean Archibald. Evan Carroll Alex Chambers, Brett Conway. Wesley Crutcher. D:tnny ~poski, Cody Durand, Allen Ernst. Kellin Ferguson. Piotr Gal, Greg Gibson, Alec 
Hackett, Warren Hall Phillip Hanke, Adriel Hawkins. D:tn Hellwig. Sam Hendricks. David Huskisson, Brett LaPieua. Chris Marchman. Sean Martin. Wynn MClellan. 
Ryan McGuire. Andrew Naeger. Robert Naeger. Trace Norfleet. Godson Onwubiko,Daltyn Payne. Max Pfleiderer. Jesse Reed. Ryan Rethy.Alec Reven, Teny Robinson, Brian 
Scherping. TirnSills,JoeSkelton.BrendanSmlth.JoeSmith. TravisSmith,K yleStocker,Jacob Tayloe.Eli jlh Thomas,Sheron Thomas, Marc-Alan Tucker. Nathan V andornelen. 
Joseph Vellella Aaron Viets, Derick Winkle, Mary Ann Bradshaw. Taylor Cipicchio. Molly Clement, Colleen ConradLindsayCmtcher. Rachel Ederle.Madalyn Elliott Brenda 
Ellis. Rachel Feist. Elizabeth Hinck Paige Kruse. Lisa Lake. Mindy Lake. Brittany Leutzinger. Katlyn Meier. Kassie Osborne. Codee Pedersen. Christy Schmid. Sydnee Schram 
Alyson Smith. Aimee Snell Diane Strong. Natalie Updyke. Samantha Wermager. Sadye Wichmann 
Coaches: Sterling Martin. Kyle Rutledge 
Right Terry Robim:m 
approaches the hand off 
in the 4xl. 
Below: $heron Thomas r--.....::!,.__ 
takes his long jmnp. 
I I • I I • • I I I I 
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Baseball 
Ian Smith. Drew Pyles. Will Morris:ln (',olin Coan Clint Wobbe. Michael .Boxell, 
Lee Voth-Gaeddert, Mike Bush. Roo:! BrownZack Gronek.JoshCaffrey. Kyle Rich. 
Will M<Cord.Eric Van Dyke. Mil<e Baker. Andy Hali.ZachSiegeU-lany Dunsford, 
Andrew Greek. Tyler Mitchell. Josh Raburn Michael Lockett John Auble, Drew 
Schrader. Nolan KornChris.Bowe. K yleRober~nJake Brower. Sam Adams. Tyler 
.Bodenstab. Grant Cundiff Bryan Holmstrom. Nick McGraw. Lance Portwood 
Coach: Todd D:.Grafffenreid. Caleb Lambert Alex Durm 
I I I • I I I t t I I • 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Our miners used their 
skills as they caught, 
threw and slide into a 
winning season. As of 
right now their record is 
22-7 although it has been 
a busy season our miners 
stayed strong and pulled 
through. MissouriS&Tmoved upnineplaces in thelatestNational Collegiate Baseball 
Writers Association rankings, jumping into a tie for 12th in the poll. 
. . . . . . . . . ' . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Sports 1Z7 
Softball 
The Missouri S&T Lady Miners ended 
their 2012 season with a record of 15-38, 
12-24 in league play. 
Kay lea Smith of Blue Springs Mo. was 
named to the 2012 Capital One Academic 
All-District First Team for Region Fom 
while teammate Taylor Keal spent a week 
playing in a softball tournament overseas 
in Prague and Vienna. 
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Lauren Briggs, Kasilda Miller. Lindsey ~Forest. Lexi Brown, Taylor Keal, Maggie Schroeder. Adrienne 
Kruse.ArnberDuncanHannahJok.isch,ElinPrerner.QlssieRizzo.KateRunyan.KayleaSrnilh.RachelGlenn, 
Dana Lawson. Bea:a Strope. Abby Lunn, Jamie Hallan. Stefani Moore, Jackie Lybarger. Shelby Michaelis 
Olach: Dln Kennedy. Chad Schatz. Kristen Drage 
Right Maggie Schroo:ler laying down a sacrificing bunt 
Below Right Jamie Hatlan swinging for the fence. 
Below Left Lind£y ~Forest making a play. 
Sports 129 
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In tram urals 
Intramurals consist of our Missouri S&T students who like to play sports but do not play in any of our school teams. 
We have over 200 teams that participate in intramurals. Games take place all year round depending on the sport. S&T 
offers 20 intramw·als sports; including soccer, flag football, volleyball, dodgeball, badminton, washers, and more. 
130 
Washers 




Chi Omega &skethill Champs 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . 
Softball Basketball 
Flag Football 
Billiards Single & Doubles Champs 
Cereal Killers Average]oes 
Div-2 Men's Volleyooll Charn!l) Division 2 Men's Basketball Champions 
SigmaNu 
Volleyball Champs 
Pi Kappa Alpha Dxigeball Champs CCF/BSU Women &xx:er Champs 
. . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . 
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Rugb 
Dillon Kliewer. Nick bartley. Matthew Stephens. ~rricGrimes. j:!rerny role Hiren pateL Ryan Salmons, Justin Chrism. ChrisAntzczak. Chad Berens. Sean lokits. Jim Nash 
Brandyn Mueller. Ethan Strain jake Phelps.ZackKlump.Anl:OOny BlusLBen Stephens, Jason Dietrich. Clayton Schmidt Drew Davis, jeff]osken Tom J.':elorro,Steve Ludwig. 
Zach Baker·e. Tommy Burrows. Chris Bellavia~ ji Oyesanya Spencer Mainous. Nick Baum. Alex Carter. Aaron perera. Alex Kinsey 
The Missouri S&T Rugby 
team had a good season ending 
with the record of 3-3 (6-6 
including tournaments). They 
participated in Tournaments 
such as: Ruggerfest where they 
placed 4th out of 8 teams & 
2nd at the Toddy Fest. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The S& T Marching :&md along with the Pep 
:&md is present at every football and basketball 
home game. These students have fun and keep 
the crowd entertained with their interesting 
choices of music whether it be during a halftime 
~rformance or during the game. Some of their 
3Jngs have included great classics such as the 
Sxnngelx>b theme 3Jng. 
Band 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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Gold ers 
. . . . . . 
o I o I 0 o 
Shelby Mcneil, Cnra Weidhas, Shannon Loyet Jcx:li Wurm. jessica Mckinney. Cat Pherigo. Lauren Spaulding, CaS>ie Nid1oles. 
Captains: Myah WCf:>L Li~y Schobert Coadt Erica Long. 
The Missouri S&T's Gold Miners is made 
up of 10 lovely young ladies who know 
how to entertain the crowd during half 
time. Our Gold Miners held their third 
annual dance camp which was open for all 




. . . . . . 
. . . . . . 
Alanna Brallier, Dakoda Juett John J-Iillerman. Sam Haberberger. Stephanie Dunham, Sarah lee, 0.lti Bova, James Weeks, 
Leticia Watson. Katherine Reid, Tillanie Toles. Lisa Simone, Kyle Williams, AlexisH.eece.Katie Tucker. 
Our lovely Cheerleaders who suppo1i our Miner 
athletes and hype the crowd. With several stunts and 
back flips these cheerleaders show their team spirit at 




Alpha Phi Omega 
• %""'1!1 '1 
~ ( ..... tJ.('.,.l -t-..._ 
Fran Enckson Dr. Kelvin FJickson. Jessica Anna. Mallory Mitchell. Samantha ~mers. Laniel Richardson. Luke Marexa. Eddie Noonan 
Phi Sigma 
Brandon Boies. Chantal Cham~rs. Charles ~wsnup. Katelyn Heil Thomas Hilderbrand. Kristen Kelly. Megan Koerner, Alexis Martin, 
.Tamila Mcnair. William O~r~ ill Megan Ottomeyer. Caleb Richardson. Shalyn ~lby. Lind~y Schobert Erica Shannon, Han1ilton 
Vernon Stephanie V oertman 
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j 
Suzy Williams. Mar~ Spencer. Kate Schlarman. Lu Zhu Stepharue ~ters. Karen Di~n. Brittany Saulnier. Krista Rybacki. Cather ine J Lucke. 
J~i<A McKinney.Stephanic Moore. Lori Bind.ner. Carlos Sanchez Botero.Jingydllg Coon Kay la Speidel.Stcph:m Brugere.Kevin Puetz. D.}. VidtEdward 
Poston. Samantha Lucker. Junzhe Sun, Trevor EllL<;, Cory Reed. Danielle M<Crady. Lindsay Miller. Thomas Herbst Jacob U ngetheim. Wen Qi 
Tau Beta Pi 
Vincent Allen Aaron Attebery, Jared Backues, Patrick Bales. Sarah Bax,Clyde Beers, Lori Bindner, Michael BonskowskL Daniel Brames, Erica Bucller. Abbey Campbell Min 
Cho.Andrea Clements.Andrea Colson,BrenntCourllley.NalhanCzuba,I.andon Day. William Davis,Kedra Dierking AntoniaDiNapoliBraclley Distler. Rachellliwnen]renda 
Ellis.K yle Embry. Nicholas Erickso. Brett Forlhaus, Jessica Gaines. Peter Gent, Mad.ison Gibler. Brandon Goodwin, Katie Gray. Steven Crott, Matthew Gualdoni, Nannan Guo, 
Brian Hahn, Elaine Hines, Abigail Hood, Tyler Knewtson Michelle Kropf. Brandon Lahrmum, Ryan Luersser~ Daniel Mahoney, Melissa Mahoney, Catherine Mohrmann, 
Eric Moritz. Ryan Morse. Eric Murray. Roger Rettig. Krishawn Ridenhour. Teresa Rose. Juston Sanger. Andrew Sharp. Matthew Simon Jeffrey Smith. Adan1 Sweeney. 




Delta Omicron. Lamlxla 
Brittney A~l Kendra W<XXiall Ashley Ove~hmidt. 
Katie Nelson Sara Surig. Carrie Levy. Cori Hatley. 
K.immy Ekholm. Stefan.i Moore. Ka.itlyn ])!ister. 
Nikki Patke. Jamie Hatlan Allli:;a Pickerill Alicia Pa j1a 
Leslie 'Thornburg. Kelly Kosmopolis. Katie Fey. 
Jordan Smith Mary Haypak. Cate Gladbach, 
Katie Heiclinger. Kate Runyan. Emily Gardner. 
Maggie Eicks. Abby Lunn. Jocelyn ])!Motte. 
Maura Miller.CaitlinHu~r.KayleaSmith 
Paulina Tinoco.SarahLeister.Hayley Wright 
Sam Sweeney. Jennifer Mendoza. ]o Pavlowsky. 
Olivia Cox. Eric Nuttal. EecG:l Strope. Emma Bradtord. 
and Lexi Brown. 
Emily Likert John Edwards. Emily Vandivert. Katy Satterfield. Nick Musterman. Nick Santoro. ])!rek Anderson. Kyle Reece. ]re Merod. 
Teresa Wilk James McCoy. Cory Wagner. Adam Mikulus. Pen Evans. Austin Wilhelm. Andrew Donaldson. Danny Steiner. J~ph Baleta. 
Rob Link Andrew Cudd Zach Lorentz. Christian Finch Tanner Bwge-&x:kley. Kevin Trower. Reid Herndon Andrew Wilkening. Wade 
Waldmann. Sean Klover. Emily Holden. Mark Winseck Matt Radi. Jordan Schlueter. Ben Tullis. Ben Ro~rds. Darrick Hilburn. 
*Not Picturoo:* Teresa R~ 
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Keramos Fraternity 
Megan Gi.Jrert. Libby Buchheit Catherine Mohrmarm. Ryan Wilkerson. Angela Tier. Austin Gerlt Amber Powell Je[ ]osken Steven 
Ashlock. William Meier. Pro::a Mullen. Stephen Edgar. Back: Kayla Scharr. Sean Padgett. Colin Ryan. William Schroeder. Nick Santoro. 
Tau Beta Sigma 
Kim Meng. Madalyn Weston Ely~ Carter. Antonia DiNapoli. Katy Ford l<achel Con tess. Kamireon Douglas. Matt Tantillo. Logan Ours, 
Kaitlyn Hahn A.mancla Ellison. Rachel Long. Will ~oeder. Tim Bromley. Ryan Jones. A.llysa Standeven ~y Tompkins. Emily Wells. 
Dan Winstead Bishop Hill Calli Allen Carol Pint. Ca~y Fixher. Salvatore Cracchiolo. Colin Ryan Brian Nahli.k. Kevin Reinhardt. Jeremy 
Daugherty. Jordan Roberts, Lii-Saye Dickerson. Layne Reiter. Travis Catron. Gerald Holt 
Organizations 141 
C.L. Dake Geological Society 
David Davison. Leslie Lansberry. Evgeniy Torgashov, Kayln Epperson Carlos Sanchez. Courtney Mayfield Mary Ann Bradshaw, Samantha 
LuCker. Stephanie ~ters. Karen Dickinson Krista Rybacki. Thomas Herbst. B1ittany Saulnier. Forrest Carithers. Danielle McCrady. Edward 
Poston Kevin Puetz, Alek Miller. Adam furfler. Josh Silverstein Cory l~eed Blaine Hlg~. Kangcheng Yin Hang ~ng. Jake Kemple, Justin 
Levy. Kathy Cruise, Evan Menkes. Matt Dostal Emily Holden Lu Zhu., Sandra Smith, Kate &hla.J:man 
Ariel Mollhagen JarTet Baldwin John Wolven 
iGEM 
Jack PlihaL Levi Palmer. Nick ]ent.xh. Tim &hieffer. ]es.~ Townsend Thomas Congdon David Pohlman Hannah Frye, Dave Westenrerg 
(Advisor), Amanda Foster, Alie Arele. E1ica McFar·land. Beth Wilkins. Blythe Feniere. Scott Hack. Chester Gregg. Ap1il Pummill Emily Puleo. 






Alison Hart Ariel MolJhagen. Ashley Upschulte. 
Ca<:£y Zimmerma Cheyenne Monis.':£tte. Cluis 
Kramer. J)ava Mentis. Emily Likert . Jacob Simentdl 
Janett Stechschulte. Jessica Walker. Jolm Armstrong. 
Justin fultz. Kel':£y Bass. Kristina ~vy . Megan 
Schuller . Olivia Cox. Pdtrtck Stanley. Sandra Smith, 
~ Kilgore.~lin Acar 
Chemistry Advisors: Dr. 'Thomas &human and Dr. 
Terry Bone 
Scrubs 
Jenae Rankin. ShaJyn ~lby. Hannah HebeL ])am Gaitan. 
Shelby Emmett Candace Miller. Andrew Al<:£th. Alex Willis. 
Stephanie V rertrnan, Thomas Hilderbrand. Clayton Buback. 
Kristin Kelly. Grace Bay. futh Wilkins. Aaron Carson Tara 
Waybrant Auturrm Kosbar. Jamie Phelps. Ethan EngeL 
Taylor Buescher. Adam Dwilewicz. Nia:i Vossmeyer. 
Dr. Dave Westenrerg. Cheyerme Cripps. Jennifer Barclay. 
Megdrl&huller 
Organizations 143 
Baptist Studer1t Ur1ior1 
Michelle Price. Dzstiny Stog~ill ReOO:G:l. Harrah Caleb Stog~ Ellen Richardson. Chris Heckman. Ashley Frerking. Diane Dudik. 
Kevin Pence. Brian Charles. Austin Aaron. Adam Stogsdill Adam Davis. Bryan Monis. &ott Kapshandy. Alex Kramer. Randy 
Dudik. Christian Dzurny. Blake ~moss. Josh Smith. Bryce Phillips. Megan Davault, and Jonathan &ott 
us Crusade For Christ 
Chad Rucker. Colin Pashia. Lauren Briggs. lauren Cramer. Sarah Gregg. Yuan Zhe. Erin Andrews, John &hreiner. josh Gregg. 
Ben juni.n Korff joshua Yang. Luke Simon. Kris johnston. Brandon Blackwell Terry Feldewerth. Zach Brom Lln~y ~forest 
--~--------~--~--~--~--~~--------~--~--~--~------~------~--~--~--~­~~~~~~~~~~~1 
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Muslim Studen.t Asscx:iation. 
Zeyad K Al Khnaillr. Ahmed Ismail Al-HamatiFarag A wadh Muharrun:"xi Alxlelrnonaem Salem Jornaz. Alxl.urraouf Okok. 
Alxl.ulhakim Issa ]abbr. Tarek A Moharnn-x:x:l Hamad. Tarak Ali A Amine Sr. Anan Takroori .Kiara Shank. Mairnouna Diop. 
Ahmad Mustafa Onuku. Alxl.tillah AlSaddah. Alxl.ussalam Mahmoud Mohamed. Para j Alxl.unabi. Alxl.elrna p:rl Mohamed Ali. 
Voices Of Inspiration. 
~ ---~ 
~~=;:==-,"-
J<X£lyn Bailey. Pnx::ious Fomst Jessica Harvey. DaruelleBowles-Martin. Deanna Cunigan. Tmq uiose Hamilton. Renita McKnight. Mn·qwa 
Lewis. Lavetta LeWis. CarlL on Mal-shall. Garrick Johnson, II. Austin Tmy. Markell Mills. Jamal Dillahunt Willie Williams. Adam Smith 
Organizations 145 
Association. for Black Studen.ts 
Kai tlin Brown. Enpli Archer. Shawn Cross. Ronett:a MoiTiS. Marcus-Tor Stricl<Jand. Mondae Atughonu. Augustine Sanders 
History Club 




Kay In Epperson. Hannah Myers. Brayton Wilkerson. ]odi 
Wlllm. Jessica McKinney. Sara Tipton. Karthik Ramesh. 
Alyssa Steinert Da!TelJ Williams. Alexa Rooney 
l.CXXl fBper cranes to make a wish! ~ptemb:!r 11. 2011 
Missouri Min.ers 






Black Man.'s Think Tan.k 
Ayodeji Oyesanya, Matthew Woodard, Cornel Nichols, Albrion Symonette, Clu·is Moss, 
George Holmes, Offie Adams, Kameron Davis, Christopher Horn 
Helix 
Sahitya Injamuri, Chelsea Ehret, Anna Luce, Tara Way brant, Grace Bay, Shelby Emmett, Megan 
Ottomeyer, Lara Applegate, Elizabeth Studt, Shalyn Selby, Alena Gladkova, Candace Miller, Stephanie 
Voertman, Thomas Hilderbrand, Cera Thomason, Karen Schilli, Kristin Kelly, Nikki Gomez, Corey 
Fanger, Drew Bromet, Matt Coates, Thomas Congdon, Kyle Williams, Mydah Choudhry, Mary Ponzer 
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ln.tercol 
Marissa Bergthold, KyLee White, Alicia Pajda, Cate Glad bach, Dana Roederer, Audra Kasdorf, 
Max Jackson, Sage O'Keefe, Stephen Bacon, Melody Franks, Joe Faller, Julie White, Will Lingo, 











Sho'"' Me Anime 
Chadwyk Horner, William Kaspersen, Dwight Jones, Mason Vrabel, Cameron Johnson, Garrett Relja, 
Clinton Lawrence, Jeremy Daugherty, Robert Meinders, Derek Bell, Sean Reichel, Ryan Hoffman, 
Nathaniel Semrow, Garret Enlow, Peter Tusha.r. 
Student Association Finance Board 
Ro~rt Foote, Larisa ~hm . Alexa l~ooney. Ro~rt Simpson. ]arrey Evans. I Iabiba lnuS:lh. James Weeks. E€n Larson. Selin AGIT. 
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Studen.t C:Onncil 
Selin Acar. KeVin Pruetz. caleb Marting. David Lecko. Veronica Merz. Kate lynn Burns. Steven Grott Elaine Hines. Samuel Thebeau. 
Kev1n Clark. Shashank Kumar. ~lanle Pannenter. Lydia Frey. Tyler Meyer. &n j:lmin Prueter. Vruncla Thak.ker. Jialun LL Sean 
Klover. John Weaver. Thomas Markowski Alexa Rooney. Kurtis Kaminski Edward Matuszak. Muhammad Azeem Raza. 
Nathan Leezer. ~sti.nee Rea. Zach LaRue. 
\X1 ater Ertvironmen.t Federation. Association of 
Environme nt Engineers and Science Professors 
Dale Miller. Michaela Kuzara. Molly Prickett Kyle Daniels. Samantha Markus. Jacob Latham. Kele ThrailkilL Bren Forthaus. 
AdVisor: Dr. J~l Burken. 
Organizations 151 
Iranian_ Studen_t Asscx:iation_ 
Sa 1}1d Ale Mohammadi Mohammad Amin Asareh.Amir HaSXJ.n &hmani Maryam Kazemzadeh. H~ Zomonxli Moghadam. 




Colleen Comad Hannah &r~r. Joonna Kho. Mel.iSXJ. Heskett Brittany Moreland Jennifer Crowe. Laura Kraus. Brian Bucx:ellato. 
Vicky Prokopf. Eric Rose. Nathan Ward Richard Keen.. Michael Bouchard .Clayton Smith. Chris Lupardus. Alan J Pulley. Justin 
Schlechte. Matthew Radi Matthew Jones. ~rek Crawford. and John Gettemeyer. 
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Society of Hispanic 
Professional Engineers 
......... ..,......-----
Alfredo Martinez. Joseph Baleta. Ale jmclro Yevertno. Turquiose Hamilton. Megan Zuniga. Eric Fallon Paulina Barranco. Mariana 
E.~lona Diaz Jose Morales. Logan Ewigman. Alex Carter. Mayela Roa. Qrlee Pede~n. Raul Quinones. Chris Sample. 
Not Pictured: Shauntay Coleman Stephen Moore. Melissa Elder. jonatllan Peitz. Renaldo Luna (AdVisor} 
Woman. In_ Nuclear 
Amanda Baker. Heather PR.ard Jonathan &ott. Anthony Blust. Lindsay BrandL Brandon Lahmann. Zezhong Huang. Dustin Sp:x;ker. 






Architectural Engineering Institute 
Teresa Rose. Lauren Svol:xxia. Alexa Rooney. Jeffrey Smith. Grant Weh.rn;yer. Zach Klump. Ro~rt Hall Brett Balsters. Thnis ~nito 
Associated General C:Ontractors 




American Scx:iety for Engineering 
Management 
Calli Celine Allen. Zachary Blker. Binns Crawford. Alanna Brallier.] ustin Bowers .Christopher Brown. Breenae Washington. JJdmon Guthrie 
National Scx:iety of Black Engineers 
Jessicaliarv·ey.Ahlamissa.JonathanBoykins.RenitaMcKnighLChristinaPhillifG,Deton]ohnson.Marquialewis.PrroousForresLRenetraOsun. 
DonaldTrire,ChrisSample.AshleeSavwoir.HilaryOnyishi.RonettaMon·is.JamesOtto.D>AnaCarter.KarimGriffin.MatthewWoodardAndrew 
Davis. Christopher Palmer. Shawn Cross. Brandon Jenkins. Aaron Chunn. Jamal DillahunL Byron Shar~n Jr. Albrion Symonette Jr. Marshall 
Watkins, Sheron Thomas, Marcus-Tor Strickland 
Organizations 155 
American Society of Civil Engineers 
Iauren Svobcxia. Kate Huhman. Edward Pearson II. Arma Trudo. Alisa Bala. Tayler Kurtzman, Leilah Saadi. Dillon Corr. Sonya 
Snyder. Jacob Pennington. Rooort Connor. Bills Balster. Travis Roth. Aaron Kilgore. ]ace Mcguire. ~nis &nito. Tyler Payne. Andrew 
During. Rooort Hall. Jeff Smith. Brandon Gocdwin. Jeremiah Kinealy. Jordan Kellerman 
Society of Manufacturing Engineers 
Andrew Sharp. Brandon Kelly. Brittany Hunn. Erica Budler. Dr. Rob:!rt Ianders. Charlie Barclay. Mark Parra. Corey Fanger. 
Tim &rryman Kristina Sevy. Nick Schwejssguth. Brandon Harrington. Faith Sf€ncer. Maria Heath 
156 Organizations 
African. Studen.t Association. 
Mawenan Amou~u. Lebogang Pharithi. Habiba Inusah. Moses Kagumba. Angela Konadu. Philippa Malinda. Jazzmine Patane. 
Rebaone Bikirnane. Ayodeji Oyesmya. Mbako Mosweu. Eddie Lilako. Mjck Kasonga. Joseph Owusu. Brown Osei. GW! Batsharu. 
Samie Hamad Albrion Symonette. Tefo Tsotetsi. Obi Nwabueze. Thabiso Mannathoko. Alfred Gabaakanye. Onkgopotse Zemona. 
Ahmad Onuku. Lellhogonolo Mpetsane. Gaolatolwe Bafenyi 
Stoney Tyler. Nick Ross. Alex Black. Kyle Williams. Jed Burch Kyle Eby. fubby Swain. Tayler KurtzmanSmaran Mandala. Scotty 
Miller. Patrick Witbrod Mark Giessinger. Thomas Congdon 
Organizations 157 
Min.er Merttors 
Matthew Woo:l.ard Ahlam ~-Heidi 
Sonderstrom Kyle Dmmell Perkins. 
Hailey Tipton 
AdViser: Kandis Rcdgers 
Society of W omert Ertgin.eers 
Kaeisha Akinmoladun. Kelli Albrecht. Sarah Bax. Rachel Birchmeier. amber Carver. Lindsey Chaffin. Jamie Clark. Andrea Clements.. 
Melissa Elliot. Jessica Gaines. Jennifer Glotz. Rachel Guthrie. Adeline Hellebusch. Thrnadette Heneghan Brittany Hunn Angela ller. 
Fawn Kostal Rebecca McCoy. Emily Menkes. Misha Miller-Gilinore. Crystal Parks. John Pryor. Loren Rcdenberg. Kathryn Rodhouse. 
Ashley Schleg-el. Anneliese Smilb. Zahra TaffitaooeL Vrunda Thakker. Tiffany Werckmann. Gracie Zieman 
158 Organizations 
Student Missouri State Teachers Asscx:iation 
Maggie Chesler. Crystal Ford Sarah Brines. Amy Cady. Abbie Williams. Amanda Holmes. Lydia Wilcox. Tiffany Cable. Kaytlyn 
Sykes. Megan Kean Jason Weckman. Li~ Snoderly. Andrew Lott. Sandra Smith. Marissa Bergthold Sarah Lewey. Emily Burris. 
Kevin Creighton. Erin Bekebrede. Spencer Templeton. Michelle Pearson 
Studen.t Union. Board 
Steven Schwa.llxrt. Marcus Rivera. Steven Malon. Kate Burns. Nathan Stochschulte. Jordan Schlechte. Angela Watts. Nate Johnson. 














Formula SAE Team (June2011 Competition) 
Lamlxla Sigma Pi 
D:!von jones. Kristi Y::ay. Angie Kramer. 
Michaela Kuzara. Caitlyn Moser. Jordan 
SWing, Karissa CuJp. Kristina Glenn. KaitJln 
Parker. Alexis Martin. Wendy Salabay. Ally 
Polk, Jessica Myers. Alex Lore. Taylor Lenox. 
and Julie Glenn 
Pi Tau Sigma 
Zachary Adams. Jessica Anna. Aaron Atte~ry. Ja;hua Czerniewski. J~ Eichhorn. Steven Eveker. McKenzie Geltz. Theresa 
Guntly. Mark Haarmann. Shawn Herrington. J~l Hey. Sarah Kirkendoll. Krishawn Ridenhow·. Taylor Rinehart Zach 
Robinson. Juston Sanger. Matthew Schae~rkretter. Andrew Sharp Dalton Stowe. Luther Triplett Ryan Weldon Logan Wesley 
162 Organizations 
St. Pat's Board 
Angelo Tuano. Jake Dailey. Daniel Richar<N>n. Sam Nichols. Jack Boyd Daniel Avila. Nicholas Foster. Robert Foote. Daniel Johnson. Chris 
Fanis, Alicia Glazer, Dr. Lance Haynes. .Daniel McKnoughL Conner Ahlers. Herman Singh. Christopher Morris, Thomas Markowski. 
Arniel Weerasinghe. Ryan Johnston. Chance Albertson. Kala Longman. Alex Carnbiano. Blake Thomure. Joel Thorne. Chris Crider 
Organizations 163 
Residen.ce Hall Asscx.:iation. 
Zachary .&rends-Torres. &njmlin Brinkman Brian Buo::ellato. Ranell Cavitt. Courmey Cocks. Ian Coli. Salvatore Crao::hioto. Frederick D:lutey. Ja;hua ragnanL 
Christopher Farris. Ethan Goldfarb. James Hendricks. Ben jmlin HeiTies. Blake Hiza. Pen jrrnen Hoagland Scott Jemi~n. Julian I.atmge. Rachel Long ~vin 
McMillen. Sarah M~ller. Charles Mmre. Garrett Moylan.Patrida Mulligan, Nioola<> Pereira. Guistino Perrini, Sasha Petrenko, Erin Premer, Michael Rimel. 
Delanrey Rougely. Thomas Shuman. Luke Simon. Nathaniel Stem. Keiler Swartz. Za::hary Tal ken. Kevin Tew. Hunter TI1um. Asa Tyler. Erica Wellen. Jeffrey 
White 
Quadran.gle Hall Asscx.:iation. 
Ben Hoagland. EricR~. Byron Coffey, Chris Marchman, Erin fulling. Steven Huff Justin Zimmerman, Darrick Hilburn, Mike Rimel, Patrick Harris. Thomas Roth 
Zach Berends-Torres. Erin Premer. Courmey PhilliJli. ~lancey Rougely, Sasha Stadnik. Cate Gladl:ach, Ethan Goldfarb. Alex Heitman. Chl~ Entwistle. ]effWhite 
164 Organizations 
Lauren Ander~n Tyler Blaylock. ~n Brickman. Zachariah Burgdor( Matt Car~n Peter Daniels, Jacob Dobyns. William fulds, Kel~y GaiTett Melissa 
Heskett J~ph Huhman.Carulyn John~n MarcusKienemann Alexander Kramer. Austin Kramer. Brendan Laiben Alexander Litty. Ryan McCoy.Devln 
McMillen. Candace Miller. Garret Moylan J~n Pelliceione. Sasha Petrenko. Matt Racli. Jesse Reinhold JetTSientz. James Taylor. Hunter Thum Billy Willard 
Joshua Wy~ Rita lopez 
Thomas Jefferson Hall Association 
Melissa Ashley. jarret Baldwin, Christopher BreiiDer. 
Alexander Brinley. Jacob Brms. Brian Buccellato. joshua 
Burks. F r€deric Bush }eel Cates. jennifer O>llins. Talon 
Connier. Salvatore Cracc:biolo. Alex Craig. O>lton Daniel 
Nathan Daniels David .Devo~ .Emily Digirolamo. Aamn 
.Donne!LFr€derick .Doutey. Brandon Ellet. john Enslin. 
joshua FagnanL Chris Farris. Kourtney Gaia Trevor 
GUiespie. James Gordon. John G rtffin Kaillyn Hahn 
James Hendricks. Isaac Hicks. Bishop Hill Jonathan 
HUsher. Blake 1-li.za. Andres Hopkins. Scott Jemron 
Mikkah Kenn€dy. ChrtsKing.Shelby Kittrell Stuart 
Krull J Lilian Latmge. Zach Larue. Clu·istiJla Macek. 
Daniel McKnoughLSarah Moeller. Patricia Mu!Ugan. 
Con nor 0 ~Brandon OsOOrne. Patrick Powell. Andrew 
Pt'ivilL FJnily Pulro. Madisonl~oo:l. Alex Richter. Zach 
Robinette. Philip Rohan ,John Rusl1 Thomas Shwnan 
Jordan Smiili joshua Steffens. Robert Stenunler. 
Nathaniel Stern, James Sullivan Trevion Swan~n. Keller 
Swartz. Autunm SwiJmn Kevin Tew. john Watkins. 
Michael WaLts. Jordan Wehmeier. Meghan Werner. 
Steven Wessels 
Organizations 165 
G_mpus Christian. Fellowship 
Chris Heckman. London Cline. Lacey Laird Lauren Cramer. Al~rt Yang. Luke Jones. Grant Russell. KeVin Williams. ]on Sheldon. Mick 
Kasonga. Amy Coffman Chantal Cham~rs. Kayla Billadeau. Carolyn I-Iar~r. Shand.i Harris. Shelby J))yle, Sarah Gregg. Rebeo:a Holmes. 
Rachel Feist~ ]arnie Lewis. Erin Andrews. Jaime Young. Trevor Lauer. Matthias Hughes. Ethan Markley. Twila Ro~rtson Emma ]ones. 
Ho~ Moo~ny. Dylan Mc})meld Leah Morehead. Donny Ge~ll, Trent Doemer. Allen &hofield Trent Lauer. Renee Parker, Heather 
Carman. }enna Clack. Rachel Naeger. Rachel Cohen Ben Coffey.] ulie Langenfeld Kris Johnston. Aleeya Watson.] uan ]aime. Kay lee 
StJickland.Faith Spencer. Emily S~ncer. Jonathan Winn. Jesse Goodman Ben Heider. Edward Speckart Zach Smith. Jacob 1-Ia~. Kevin Lnn. 
Kevin Clark. Z.ach H ume. justin Ensor. Lerek Ingalls. Michael McDaniel, Kyle Henry. Max Schroeder. Ben Korff, Matthew Simon. Jordan 
Brodnax. Clara jonte. Brian Morris, Nathan Szanto, 'lamas Erdos. &n Hanis. ]aron Fowler. jon Autry, Kevin Trower. jonathan Stocker. 
Emily Menkes. Kelly Cross. Cheyenne MmTi~tte. Law:a Sisken. Zach Johnson. ~th Molenhour. John Sclu·einer. Austin Domexik Philip 
Honnold. Matthew Robinson. Dan-el Wallace, Dmny Hu~rt Kyle Holman. Easton Mann Peter Gent Jake Holman. Jake Kremer. Zach 
Aniszko. Austin Jones. Isaac DiGennaro. Stonewall Tyler. Jared. Gohr. Joshua Hanna. Daniel Wagenmaker. Joshua Riefer. Nikki Gomez. Leah 
SfBildle. Gracia Biayi. Andy Hall, jacob Sinclair. Andrew Greek. Landon Ke~y. Luke Boil Andy Conklin, Garrison Keith. Ben j3.min Calvert 
jeremy. Daniel Chionuma. Jeffery Evans. Ryan M. Krishanne Laster. Joshua Kient.zy. Caleb Hull Adam Brodt Jordan W1ight Alan 
Landers. joshua Pounds. Matt Martin. Ben Knapp. James Winn. Austin Gantner. ]on Musick. Andrew Wilson. Clint Bland. Alex Crook 
Joshua Cullom. Jordan Brandt 
166 Organizations 
KMNR 
Jake '1hor" Mueller~ Personnel Director. Ethan Philbin: Music Director. Kel~y "Hotline" Freedline: Program Director. Jenny 'Black Sunshine" 
Page: Station Manger. Lauren 'Soda" Svotxxia: Public Relations Director. Train wreck" Tom Maerz: Chief Engineer. Kristen Floberg. Mark 
"MadD:>g" Plummer. john Coru·oy 'Chriceratops". "MC Chris" Koty. Zoe Erb. Tom Rust Taylor 'Swift:' Harnagel. April'lipstick" Pummill. Nick 
Yutzy. Amirhossein Rafati. Sean MeN ulty. Nick Lewandowski Thvin Dumont Tom Forland. Steven Na ji. B1ittney Barlick. Taylor Kephart 
Drew Amidei. Austill Gerlt. Hanison Moenster. MAK. Dwight Trollinger. Andrea Dumont Dan johnson. Emily ]o . .Erica Byerley. Matt 
Nieters. Sarah Fey. Patrick Niemuth. Caleb Newman. Peter "Thmolition Man" Hungiapuko. Katie 'Machine". Miguel Guzman. Toni Knar. 
Auggie Sanders. Mingx:i Wang. Emily Weigel. Ryan Womack. Pen "Hank" Williams.]] Xavier Lin~y. Caleb Newman. Caleb Wilczynski. 
Michael Feldmeier. Dan Fields. Luke Harris. Pen Toby. Doug McGeehan. Colin Croy.] ustus Forbes. Rerrungton "Coldsteer Winterburg. Zachaiy 
"Mogli" Lorentz. Stephen Jackson Cameron Sweeney. james V eerkamp. Cory Wiggins. Maggie Chesler. Nick Ross. Katie Fey. Jack Crew~. 




Aerospace Studies/Air Force ROTC 
left to Right Sgt Laura TWigg. Mrs. Norma Jane Harris, Lt CoL Gretchen Brockfeld MaJ D:>uglas Welter. Capt Jeremy Bolin 
Arts, Languages, and Philosophy 
Dr. W lance Haynes. Dr. ]arne> Bogan ]r _ Luce Myers.l<ichie Myers. Lro Soiswn. Dr. Audra Merfeld-langston. Dr. Gerald Leonard Cohen. 
Dr. &Jb Cesario. Loric Francis. Dr. Jed Kramme. David L. Cress. Dr. Jrel Dittmer. jonathan Finch. Dr. Darin Finke. Dr. Richard W. Miller. Dr. 
bina Ivliyeva Dr. Jorge Pored. Dr. W Lance Haynes. Marsha Kaiser. Cheryl Li We. Jemne Stanley 
170 Academics 
Biological Sciences 
First Row: Ms. Terry Wilson, Dr. Katie Shannon, Dr. Melanie Mormile, Dr. Ro~rt Aronstam 
S=!cond Row: Dr. D:!v Niyogi, Dr. Ron Frank Dr. Matt 'Ihimgan, Dr. Chen Hou, Dr. Yue-wern Huang 
Department of Business 
& 
Information Technology 
Front Row: Kathleen IX> ian, Dr. Vincent Yu, Dr. Bih-Ru lea, Dr. Sarah Stanley, 
Dr. Hong Sheng, Dr. Li Li Eng, Dr. Craig Claybaugh, Yu-Hsien Chiu 
S=!cond Row: Carla Bates, Dr. Mike llligers. Dr. Nobuyuki Fukawa Back row: Eric Anderson, Dr. Ralph Hanke. 
Academics 171 
Chemical and Biological Engineering 
Front Row: Paltho Nrogi. Douglas Ludlow, Muthanna Al Dahhan (Chair). Seamd Row: Jo~ph Smith, Jre-Ching Wang. Daniel Forciniti. 
Third Row: Oliver Sitton Athanasios Liapis. Neil Prok 
Chemistry 
Front Row: V. Prakash Reddy, Yinia Ma. Paul Narn.Klaus Woclk. Michael Van~ Mark.llonglan Shi. Jeffrey Winiarz. Manashi Nath 
Back Row: Cha6klta Sotiriou-Leventis, Nwan Emu RE>.x Gerald Richard Dawes. Thomas Schuman. J~ph Counsil ErnrnaL.ou 





Front Row: Jeff Voltz, Jerry Bayless. 
Secxmd Row: Stuart Barr (blue j:lcket). G1el1Jl Morri~n. Ian Prowell. 
Third Row: Eric Showalter. 
Fourth Row: Jeff Thomas. Rick Stephenson Bill Scho~rg. 
Fifth Row: Ronaldo Luna, Dan CR.rther. Joel Bu1"ken. 
Sixth Row: Dave Richardson. }ianmin Wang. 
Seventh Row: Bate Bate, Kamal Khayat 
C:Omputer Science 
Zhaozheng Yin Ricardo Morales. San jl.y Mad1ia, Marouanc Kessentini. Dave Menbs. Ali 1 Iurson. Bruce McMillin Daniel Tawitz. 
Frank Liu, Clayton Pri~. Rhonda Grayson Dan Lin.S1irarn Chellappan 
Academics 173 
Economics 
Left to Right: Dr. Eun Soo Park. Marcy So:>tt, Dr. Mahelet Fil<n.t, Dr. Michael Davis, Dr. Y oo-Mi Chin. 
and Dr. Greg Gelles (Chair). 
Electrical and Computer Engineering 
174 Academics 
First Row. Dr. Sabra Serlighsarvestani, Dr. Cheng-Hsiao Wu, 
Dr.Badrul Chowdhw)' 
~nd Row Dr. Chengshan Xiao. Dr. David Pomrnerenke. 
Dr. Marnina Koledintseva 
Third Row: Dr. Randy Moss, Dr. Bi jiya Shrestha 
Dr.llinald Wunsch, Dr. jonathan Kimball 
forth Row: Dr. G. Kumar V cnayagamoorthy. 
Dr. ]agannanthan Sarangapani. Dr. Stephen Gram 
Fifth Row: Dr. Macie j ZawOOniok Dr. Kelvin EriclcrJn 
Engineering Management 
and Systems Engineering 
Front Row: Dr. joon S:human, Dr. Cihan Dagli Dr. Susan Murray, Dr. Ruwen Qin. 
S6::ond l~ow: Dr. Zhen Liu. Dr. Abhljil GOS3.vi. Dr. Duke Dow. Dr. Steve l~aper. Dr. BiU Daughton. Dr. Ivan Guardiola 
English and Technical CDmmunication 
Front Row Dr. Eric Bryan, Dr. David Wright, Dr. Kate Drowne, Pro[ Mathew Golcl~rg, Dr. Anne CotteriJJ 
Sromcl Row Dr. KatlnynNonhcut.Dr.KristineSwensonJ)r. Trent Wam,Prof.KellyTa1e,Prof. Olivia Bw·gcss,Dr.Daniel l(m.rdon 
Academics 175 
Geological Sciences and Engineering 
r 
Mohamed Abdelsalam, Steve Gao, Kelly Liu, Francisca Oboh-lkuenobe, David Wronk.iewicz, Wan 
Yang, Shadab Anwar, Norbert Maerz, J. David Rogers, Baojun Bai, Andreas Eckert, Shari Dunn-
Norman, Ralph Flori, Runar Nygaard, Mingzhen Wei 
From Row. JefTxhrdJTlm, Larry Gragg. Panick Huber 
Second Row: Petra ~Witt, john McManus, Kathleen Sheppard, Shannon Fogg, .Diana Ahmad 1~ggai Isaac 
176 Academics 
Materials Science 
Atx:lelsalam, Mohamed Gao. Steve Liu. Kelly Oboh-Ikuenobe, Franca Wronkiewiez, David Yang, Wan Anwar, Shadab 
Maerz, Norl:ert Rogers. J David Bai, Bao jun Eckert Andreas Dunn-Norman, Shmi Flori, Ralph Nygam·cl, R unar Wei, 
Mingzhen 
Mathematics and Statistics 
Front Row: Vy le, ilene Morgan, Jolm Singler, Kim Kinder, Elvan Akin-Eolmer, Yanzhi Zhang. 
S:mnd Row: Steve Clark, leon Hall, P"dul Runnion. David Grow, Roben P'dige, Roman DwileWicz 
Academics 177 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering 
Dr. Frank Liou, Dr. Hobert Landers. Dr. K. Chandrashekhara.Dr. Anthony Okafor. Jrefu:t.e. Dr. Da.n Stu u.s. Dr. J Keith Nisbett 
Dr. Hank Pernicka Dr. John SheEfield. Dr. ~rhat Hoo:ler. Dr. Jim Drallmeier. Dr. AI Crosbie. Dr. Dave Riggins, Dr. Shun Takai. 
Dr. Ming Leu, Dr. josh Rovey. Ken Schmid, Dr. Xiaoping Du, Dr. Gearoid MacSithigh. Mitch Cottrell Dr. A-;hok Midha, Cathy 
Williams. Bob H1ibar. Kar hy Wagner. Kimber ONeal Gail Richards. Lila Kolker. George Gr~n. Dr. K.M. Isaac. and Dr. Kelly 1 Toman. 
178 Academics 
Military Sciences/Army ROTC 
Ms. Angela Combs, First Lieutenant Netanya Martin Lt Col Burke, Ms. Stephanie Lewis. 
Sergeant First Class Michael Moore, Mr. Jusrjn Pro~r 
Minirlg 
Dr. Maochen Ge, Judy Russell, IX! Wayne Phelps, Bartma l~o~rmn. Samuel FiiniJxmg, Paul Wor~y. Shirley lialJ, Jason Baird, 
jerry Ticn, Jimmie Taylor and K warne Awuah Offei 
Nuclear 
Dr. Xin Li u-Assistant ProfE'S)Or, Dr. H young Koo h>e-Associate Profes.<nr, Dr. Arv:ind S. Kumar- ProfE'S)Or & Program Chair, 
Dr. Aycxle} Ala j:> - Assistant Professor, Dr. Carlos Castano - Assistant Professor. Dr. Shoo.ib Usman -Assodate Profe>sor, Dr. Gary E. 
Mueller -Assodate Profes.<nr 
Academics 179 
Physics 
Front Row: Jerry Peacher, BarOO.ra Hale, Ron Bieniek, PduJ Parris, Dan Waddill. 
Second Row: David Lay, J\lexey Yami.lov. Yew San Hor, Allan P1ingle, Uhich Jent~hura, Bob Duoois, Richard Sankovich 
180 Academic 
Psychological Sc:iences 
Front Row Tina GaUoway. Dr. D;e Haemmerlie, Dr. Amber Henslee. 
Second row Ms. Merilee Krueger, Dr. Jackie Bichsel. Dr. Don Sharpsteen. and Dr. Nancy Stone 
"Once children learn how to 
learn, nothing is going to 
narrow their mind. The 
essence of teaching is to 
make learning contagious, 







Alum. We'll give you 
a hint; '78, '92, '96. 
Queens Throughout the Ages 
Ms. Emma Johannes 
Queen of Love and Beauty 
St. Pat's 2012 
Mrs. Virginia Graham 
Queen of Love and Beauty 
St. Pat's 1956 
Ms. Cheryl Smith 
Homecoming Queen 1983 
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Fonnation of ~he S& T 
Mars Rover L>esign Team 
... The Team hopes to foster collaboration 
and communication across disciplines, 
while building lifelong skills such as 
organization, commitment, and 
leadership. Most importantly, the Mars 
Rover Team wishes to support and further 
technologies with applications in the field 
of space exploration, so that a unified 
humanity may step beyond its cradle, and 
embrace its birthright of the stars. 
(Mars Rover Team Constitution) 
The S&T Mars Rover Team was founded on January 11th 2012, by a 
group of enthusiastic students passionate about space exploration and 
was officially voted as an S&T design team towards the end of the spring 
semester. The Mars Rover Team is organized to operate like a small 
business, and is modeled after an Engineering Firm, with technical and 
administrative branches. It is run by a four person executive board. These 
positions are elected by the general body of the team and serve as the 
teams leading force. 
The Mars Rover Team was specifically created to compete in the annual 
University Rover Challenge (URC) hosted by The Mars Society. The 
Mars Society is an international nonprofit organization that seeks to 
encourage space exploration and technologies. They hold this competition 
every summer at their Analogue Desert Research Station in Utah. The 
competition is to Design and build the next generation of Mars rovers 
that will one day work alongside human explorers in the field (The Mars 
Society). The competition is in its third year of operation, and has been 
attended by eight to ten universities, including teams from Canada and 
Poland. The Mars Rover Team of Missouri S&T intends on competing 
in the 2013 summer competition. 
The team is comprised of dedicated, passionate, and hard working 
individuals, including several resident assistants. Every one of them 
shares a desire to better themselves and establish a legacy of excellence 
in this organization that will hopefully outlast their own personal impact. 
lArticle and images aoove cnmpliments of Michael Carmer Bouchard] 
Roster: Joel Allen. jake .Annenta Panick Bazzoli, Michael Boudmd. Rorett Buskirk, .Leslie Cerny. K ylie Croft. Natban Dudley. Chloe Entwistle. 
Charlie Gardner. ]e..'>Sica Gmthou~. Abigail HO<Xi Max Hubrnan Ian Lee. Michael LitrJe. Frank Marshall. Adam M~r. Erik ORiley. Chris Rotb. 
Cameron Rudolph.Li~Simone. Matt Simpson. Leah Spanole. AngelaSwyers.Zack Talken.MattTantillo. IIaileyTipton.Sarah Ward.Eric Williams 
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Right Guests at 





Draining by Ben Hoagland 
by Chris Sample 
The fog on the window, steam on my glasses 
Making a spectacle out of a freckle of life 
Smearing the moisture like words on a page 
This is my moment, this is my age 
Halfway between meaning and being 
The dust on my brow, the scars on my cheek 
The signs of existing, the signs of living 
Seeing this world as a blind man with his stick 
Though all seems broken, it's nothing I can't fix 
A New Beginning .. 
by Sahil Parikh 
By the front porch I sat reading, 
Reading a story with my eyes lazily gazing, 
Gazing far off into the breaks of dawn, 
I waited, but nature had played it's con. 
Because no sun crune, thus fooling me, 
As if to mock, memories of my life,I could see, 
Forlorn, like the black clouds in the skies, 
Forsaken,like the thunderbolts with angry cries. 
It had taught me to walk, to fall and run, 
But I had always lost while it had always won, 
Oh ! A good man I am and will always be, 
I say to thee, 
Then is it not fair, now, that you set me free? 
Set me free so that I can make my own luck, 
Like Your winds and rain which, my windows, struck, 
Till now, U kept playing My life by Your rules, 
But no more .. 
As iridescent light filled the musky canyons, 
A new morning, my mind, born with distant horizons, 
My friends, my love, my life that You had abashed, 
" I will have them ", I thought and smiled, 
As I walked off to make my morning tea with panache. 
Walking the pavement with my flag held high and no intention to fight 
Yet even with surrender in mind, my flag is only painted white 
Evolution of Knowledge 
by Kevin Dillon 
Flames nestled in company of an ocean drawn blue 
Soaked in lies, I am burned by the truth and I question 
"If this is what real feels like, 
then how does it feel to be you?" 
190 
Hokusai's Waves by Kala Thomson 
Dandelion Dream 
by Jessie Hahn 




on tattered jeans 
and flopping shoestrings. 
In early morn she saw me here, 
bathed in sparkling morning sunlight 
and dew. 
She told me shed come back this way, 
And, knowing how way leads on to way, 
I doubted her returning, 
but of course the children are most to be trusted. 
And here she skips, 
crunching leaves as her ponytail bounces behind her; 
the clisp air has rosied her cheeks. 
She smiles and plucks me up, 
Wrinkles her eyes shut and her lips fonn her wish. 
I am filled with joy as she sends me scattered: 
My only wish fulfilled 
as I am transformed into hers. 
Hope for the Future 
and 
A Philmont Wangler 
by Sarah Ward 
Photons 
by Alyssa Bryant 
They leave their stars in a wave 
(with a wave goodbye) 
Return before their light goes out 
Return before they leave 
For in their wave 
Their wave goodbye 
Time moves sluggishly 
In this way a starry photon meets with one on our Earth 
Travels with and takes it back 
No Evening Star to fal1 in 
Love or into jealous rage 
No Ghost of Music lingering 
Obsessively in the wings 
The halls of Stars are golden 
Inlaid and out 
The halls of Stars are molten 
Redesigned evry hour 
Even the hours melt together 
Molten Lava Time 
Photons bounce through waves of it 









Gary Anderson, PE 
VP Electrical Engineering 
Missouri S&T 1973 
Dan Conaway 
Chief Engineer 
Missouri S& T 2001 
Didine Koutchoukali, Ph.D., PE, SE 
Project Structural Engineer 
Missouri S&T 1998 
Leslie Mattingly 
Plumbing Engineer/Designer 
Missouri S&T 2007 
Steve Brody, PE 
Civil Engineer 
Missouri S&T 1982 
A hospital's excellence and efficiency is the product 
of many minds, many talents and many skills. 
194 
For more than 50 years, HBE Corporation has designed and built 
hospitals across the U.S., earning a national reputation as the leader 
in executing complicated projects with innovative planning, design, 
engineering and construction techniques. 
Our dedicated professionals, many of whom are graduates of Missouri 
University Science & Technology, work as an integrated, multi-
disciplinary team in delivering unmatched value to our hospital clients. 
HBE has recently been recognized by Modern Healthcare as the 
number one hospital design-build company in the U.S., and is annually 
ranked among the top design-build firms by Engineering News Record. 
HBE seeks talented and highly motivated 
individuals qualified in the following fields: 
11330 Olive Blvd. • St. Louis, MO 63141 
314.567.9000 • www.hbecorp.com 
• Civil • Mechanical 
• Electrical • Structural 
Orange Regional Medical Center 
Town of Wallkill, NY 
Ingham Regional Medical Center 
Lansing, Ml 




At Environmental Services, 
we are committed to being 
a global employer of choice, 
offering competitive salary and 
benefits packages. Learn more 
about us and our current 
Full-time and Internship 
positions at: 
www.gecareers.com 
GE is on equal opportunity employer. 
I) imagination at work 
ON GRATUlATIONS S&T GRADUATES 
1304 Hwv 72 East, Rolla 
426-5000 
Congratulations to the 
Graduating Class 
of Missouri S&T 
www.brewerscience.com 
r1nJ Re~ard Paper Co~ny, Inc. WJ Holpillg You PromO«e a Ct-. Bnviroomeot 
Sinct19SJ Caii8QQ.637.8732 
www.renardpaper.com 
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Aaron, Austin 144 
Abdelsalam, Mohamed 176, 177 
Abdulmoshin, Hussain AI 12 
Abdunabi, Faraj 145 
Abel, Brittney 101, 140 
Abele, Alie 142 
Acar,Selin 12,83, 143, 150, 151 
Acker, Kyle 94 
Adams, Offie 46, 90, 109, 148 
Adams, Sam 126 
Adams, Zachary 162 
Agee, Andre 90 
Ahearn, Joe 116 
Al1emed, Nizar Alhajji 14 
Ahlers, Conner 163 
Ahmad, Diana 176 
Akers, Clayton 91 
Akers, Colonel Tom 52 
Akin-Bohner, £Ivan J77 
Akinmoladun, Kaeisha 158 
Akridge, Bill 95 
Aladin, Katelyn 114 
Alajaj, Hassain 4 
Alajo, Dr. Ayodeji 179 
Alaswad, Hassan 12 
Albandoz, Alex 12 
Albano, Peter 29 
Albertson, Chance 91, 163 
Albillar, Sean 55 
Albrecht, Kelli 12, 88, 158 
Albmty, Jomtthan 13 
Aldawsari, Mudbish 13 
Alden, Drennan 96 
Alexander, Chance 109 
Alfardan, Ali 13 
Al-Hamati, Ahmed Ismail 145 
Ali, Abdelmajeed Mohamed 145 
Alibrahim, Abdullah 4 
Aljama, Majid 13 
Allen, CaUi 141 
Al len, Calli Celine 155 
Allen, David 94 
Allen, Joel 189 
Allen, Michael 13, 42 
Allen, Vincent 139 
Almah food, Mustafa l3 
Almousa, Hussain 13 
Alqahtani, Mansour 13 
AISaddah, Abdullah 145 
Alsahlawi, Ziyad 14 
Alscth, Andrew 143 
Alshakhouri, Aqeel 4 
Altmann, Adam 95 
Alvarez, OscM J 16 
Alyatim, Atallah 96 
Alzidany, Mohanuned 14 
Amidei , Drew 167 
Amir, Sermad 93 
Amos, John 31 
Amoussou, Mawenan 67, 157 
Anderson, Brianna 89 
Anderson, Derek 140 
Anderson, Eric 171 
Anderson, James 14 
Anderson, Lauren 165 
• ln 
Anderson, Midah 14, 88 
Andrews, Erin 144, 166 
Andrew, Stephen 113, 167 
Angles, Nicholas 92, 99 
Aniszko, Zach 166 
Anna, Jessica 89, 138, 162 
Antez<tk, Chris 93 
Antrobus, Kevin 95 
Antzctak, Chris 132 
Anusic, Goran 4 
Anwar, Shadab 176, 177 
Applegate, Lara 148 
Applegate, Steven 91 
Archer, Enjoli 146 
Archibald, ]usem1 125 
Archibald, Mike 95 
Arens, ·raylor 95, 116 
Armenta, Jake 189 
Armstrong, John 143 
Aronstam, Or. Robert 171 
Arrington, Tim 91 
Arsenault, Joe 97 
Arthur, Joslyn 89 
Asareh, Mohammad Amin 152 
Asburry, Jonathan 91 
Asher, Abby 14 
Ashley, Melissa 165 
Ashlock, Steven 141 
Atagana, Jervis 1 16 
Attebery, Aaron 91, 139, 162 
Attebery, Andrew 91 
Atughonu, Mondae 90, 146 
Atwater, Mru·tin 10 I 
Auble, John 126 
Aubuchon, Eric 94 
Auer, Justin 97 
Autry, Jon 166 
Avila, Daniel 92, 163 
Awuah-Offei, Kwame 179 
Ayesh, Mohammed AI 12 
B 
Backues, Jared 93, J 39 
Bacon, Stephen 149 
Baer, Brei 95 
Bafenyi, Gaolatolwe 157 
Bahmru1i, Amir Hassan 152 
Bahr, Cody 98 
Bai, Baojun 176, 177 
Bailey, Jocelyn 145 
Baker, Amanda 153 
Baker, Carol 114 
Baker, Duncan 93, 98 
Bakere, Zach 132 
Baker, Mi.ke 126 
Baker, Zach 95 
Baker, Zachary 155 
Bala, Alisa 156 
Baldwin, Janet 142, L65 
Bales, Pat,·ick 139 
Baleta, Joseph 140, I 53 
Balster, Bills 156 
Balsters, Brett 154 
Banks, Stephen 98 
Banziger, Catherine 4 
Barber, Hannah 152 
Barclay, Charlie 156 
Barclay, Jennifer 14, 143 
Bardell, Kelse)' 95 
Barfield, Ellis 109 
Barker, Lucas 93 
Barnes, Brian 14 
Barnhart, Jimmy 109 
Barranco, Paul ina 153 
Barrett, Alexander 96 
Barrick, Brittney 167 
Barr, Stuart 173 
Bartley, Nicholas 96, 132 
Bartnicke, Benjamin 95, 116 
Barton, Christopher 95 
Bass, Kelsey 143 
Bassler, Kenneth 5 
Bate, Bate 173 
Bateman, Tim 92 
Bates, Carla 171 
Batshru1i, Gobe 157 
Baum, Nicholas 91 
Bm1m, Nick 132 
Bax, Sarah 88, 139, 158 
Bay, Erica 89 
Bay, Grace 1-13, 1-18 
Bayless, Jerry 173 
Bazzoli, Patrick 189 
Bearden, Steven 93 
Beard, Heather 153 
Beasley, Matt 93 
Beauchamp, Case)' 97 
Becherer, Trevor 95 
Beck, Ryan 91, 166 
Beers, Clyde 139, 153 
Beetz, Steven 91 
Begley, Colton 95 
Bekebrede, Erin 110, 159 
Bellavia, Chris 132 
Bell, Derek 150 
Bell, James 95 
Beltz, Justin 143 
Benedick, Justin 5 
Benedict, Kevin 149 
Benito, Denis 154, 156 
Benito, Steven 147 
Bennet, Josh 116 
Bennett, Alex 96 
Benson, Hollyn 89 
Berends-Torres, Zachary 77, 164, 207 
Berens, Chad 132 
Bergner, Laura Jeanne 88 
Bergthold, M<1rissa 88, 149, 159 
Berryman, Tim 156 
Bertels, Andrew 91 
Bertoldi , Anthony 95 
Betz, Justin 98 
Bevans, Kyle 14 
Bevans, Wes 91 
Beyers, Brandon 91 
Bey, Katie 140, 167 
Bey, Sarah 167 
Biayi, Gracia 166 
Bible, Zachar)' 97 
Bichsel, Or. Jackie 181 
Bieniek, Ron 180 
Bigler, Lauren 88 
Bignall, Andy 95 
Bikimane, Rebaone 157 
Billadeau, Kayla 166 
Bilyeu, John 95, 116 
Bindner, Lori 101, 139 
Birchmeier, Rachel 158 
Birkr1e1~ Stephanie 5 
Bi, Shan 15 
Black, Alex I 57 
Blackwell, Brandon 91 
Blagrove, Lorenzo 15 
Blair, Andrew 167 
Bland, Clint 166 
Blm1kenship, Graham 93 
Blaylock, T)'ler 165 
Blust, Anthony 132, 153 
Bodenstab, Tyler 126 
Boeh, Max 15, 93, 99 
Boehme, Spencer 49 
Boehm, Larisa 89, 150 
Boff, Luke 166 
Bogan Jr., Dr. James 170 
Bohanon, Cat 101 
Bohan> 'Iorey 5 
Boies, Brandon I 5, 96, 138 
Bolin, Capt. Jeremy 170 
Bolling, Erin 164 
Bollmann, Casey 91 
Bollman, Tanner 97 
Bone, Dr. Terry 143 
Bongar, Brandon 109 
Bonnice, Kyle 95 
Bonskowski, Michael 139 
Booker, George 109 
Book, Neil 172 
Booth, Malcolm 109 
Booven, Brian Van 99 
Borton, Elias 93 
Botero, Cm·los Sanchez 139 
Bouchard, Michael 152, 189 
Boulden, Jordan 92 
Boushon, Katelyn 89 
Bouvatte, Nicholas 95 
Bova, Coti 88, 99, 135 
Bowe, Chris 126 
Bowen, Thomas 92, 98, 101 
Bowers, Justin 15,155 
Bowers, Sean 109 
Bowles-Martin, Danielle 145 
Bowman, Maggie 88, 99 
Bowser, Marshal 92 
Boxell, Michael 126 
Boyd, Jack 91, 163 
Boykins, Jonathan !55 
Boysen, Travis 97 
Boze, Joe 178 
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Editor's Note 
Dear Missomi S&T Students, 
Christopher Sample 
[Editor in Chief] 
It is my pleasure to present to you the 2011-12 Missouri S&T Yearbook. The completion of this book concludes 
my second and final year as Editor in Chief of the Rollamo Yeat·book. My time in office has been an amazing 
experience thanks to the staff of students who have worked long and hard to produce a great book for the S&T 
campus. 
One of our goals this year was to redesign the book in a way to get more copies to students. We have achieved 
this by increasing the number of books printed by 500 and the number of pages by 52 while maintaining the 
budget set forth by the student body. 
Another goal of ours was to increase student involvement in the yearbook. This year the Rollamo Yearbook 
invested time in social media so that students may post their images and memories online. The Organizations, 
Student Life, and this year's Time Capsule section are completely dependent on advertisements, images, and 
invitations given to us by students/staff/faculty. Your input is vital to creating a great yearbook jammed pack 
with your college expe1ience each year. We encourage students contact us at Rollamo@mst.edu and to check 
out our website [mst.edu/~rollamo] to find out how they can become more involved with the yeat·book. 
I would to thank everyone over this past year who has worked with us when it came to scheduling photos, finding 
images, meeting deadlines, and donating their time to the creation of the 2011-12 yearbook. 
Sincerely, 
Christopher Sample 
Editor in Chief of the Rollamo Yearbook 
Missouri University of Science and Technology 
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